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Enrollment decreases from last year, see 2A.
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Colleges cut

Homecoming hoopla

University reduced from
nine colleges to four
by Brett Barker
staff writer
The number of colleges at
Clemson University has been
downsized from nine to four in
response to recent efforts to restructure the University. Along
with the .college cut there was
also a decrease in the number of
vice-presidents from seven to
four.
These actions, taken by the
Board of Trustees, were in response to to a task force recommendation that calls for efforts to
restructure the Universities or-

ganization, budgeting , rewards
and professional development
systems. The trustees went beyond the recommendation of the
task force at the request of President Phil Prince.
Prince said, "Because of disagreements within the task force
and emphatic input from faculty,
staff and other groups, the task
;
forces could only reach consensus on a few concepts but their
efforts generated many other
ideas about significant, meaningful and potentially more cost el-

see COLLEGES,

page 8A

Alum gives again
Robert Brooks donates
another 2.5 million
by LaToya C. Greene
staff writer

Dan Gilmour, long-time Clemson fan, defends his passion. Homecoming weekend, Oct. 28-30, drew crowds from across the nation
to join in the festivities.

Raises could be vetoed
by Robert Lucas
staff writer
According to a memo, sent by Phil Prince, CU
president, to top University officials, all pay raises
must now be approved by the president himself
before they can be granted. Those affected by the
new policy include the highest paid employees at
the University. Also included is any employee who
is up for a pay raise that boosts his salary by more
than 10 percent or any employee whose annual
salary will cross the $50,000 a year mark.
Prince sent the memo concerning the new policy
last Thursday which stated that the new control was
effective immediately.
Prince wrote that the new procedure will "enable me to be fully informed and to communicate
decisions regarding personnel in an effective manner."
The action follows a study by a Faculty Senate
committee conducted last spring. According to the
committee's investigation, among employees who
make $50,000 a year or more, faculty members
receive the smallest raises.
A salary report read at a recent Faculty Senate
meeting included a $24,139 raise for the director ot

the future golf course, and a $13,000 annual raise
for a vice president.
A report released in March of 94 found that
raises for professors who earn $50,000. or more
average around 5 percent. Some academic administrators receive raises around 13 percent. Vice
presidents receive raises of about 8 percent, according to the study.
.
In an interview last spring with The Tiger, Dr.
Allen Turner, associate professor of engineering
who conducted the research for the Faculty Senate
said "Not only do the administrators earn a lot ot
money, they are getting bigger dollar raises and
they are getting bigger percent raises on top ot tha
which means that administrators salaries ... no
only are bigger but they are divergmg from what
faculty arc earnings."
'
In order to prove the variation in salaries, tire
Faculty Senate committee released a list of salaries
which included professors, administrators, and
coaches. Listed include Gary Ransdcll, vice president if Institutional Advancement who earned
$108 048 last year. Also listed was Andreas Von
Rccum, department head and professor ofengjneering, who in comparison only made $92,500.

see RAISES, page 11A

CU recently announced plans
to establish an •interdisciplinary
institute following a $2.5 million
pledge from business executive
Robert Howell Brooks. The gift
will be made over a five-year
period extending to 1999. The
institute will be devoted to the
study of communication, management, marketing and sports
engineering. A $1 million dollar

endowment will be created to
build a Sports Science Institute
bearing Brooks' name while the
remainder of the contributionwill
be geared toward four professorships of $250,000 each and a
$5-00,000 operating fund for
motor sports engineering research
and education.
The professorships arc to be
named in honor of four men associated with Brooks' restaurant
company, Hooters of America

see SPORTS, page 10A

FYI
RESULTS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA
GUBERNATORIAL ELECTION BY
COUNTY
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center
roundbreaking today
by Jenny Geisler
staff writer
There will be a groundbreaking "festival" from 2-5 p.m. today for the new
student center complex. The construction
site is located within The Alumni Park
area of campus.
Many activities will take place throughout the groundbreaking festival. The band
Beat the Clock will be providing music to

TAY
silenced
by Brett Barker
staff writer
According to The Greenville News an
assistant athletic ticket manager at CU
was charged with paying two women to
have sex with him in a campus board room
in the IPTAY offices. The two women
have been charged with trying to blackmail him, according to warrants.
The chief investigator of the case, Jerry
Mullikin, could not be reached for a comment but according to an interview with
The Greenville News, Director of Public
Safety at Clemson, John McKenzie, said
authorities allege that the women collected $7,500 from Brewer in exchange
for their silence. According to reports,
they were threatening to tell his boss about
the board room encounter.
Accordi ng to the arrest warrant, Brewer,
37, was charged with one count of solicitation for the purpose of prostitution.
Brewer, who has been employed by
Clemson since 1980, was released on a
$279.25 personal recognizance board and
could not be reached for comments as of
Wednesday.
Whitney MalisaPoole, 21, and Amanda

enhance the atmosphere and there will be
plenty of free food. Food services plans to
provide a 400 foot long sub sandwich that
will be distributed during the festivities.
Everyone attending will also have the
opportunity to sign their names on a panel
that will be permanently displayed within
the new building. Other commemorative
souvenirs will also be available.
A giant human "C" will be formed by
all students, faculty, staff, and others who
want to participate in the actual breaking
of the ground. President Prince will give
the signal and everyone present will begin
to dig. Each participant will receive a
small, commemorative, plastic shovel to
use for the groundbreaking. Multiple cash
prizes have been buried within this area
for the participants to discover during the
ceremony.
Prior to groundbreaking, work will be
done to clear the site. The removal of four
trees is involved in this process. Forestry
professor Don Ham comments that the

trees to be removed from Alumni Park
"are right where the building will sit." The
University Landscape Committee has
united with the architects and project planners to assure that a minimal number of
trees are removed. The planners have
taken action to the extent of raising roads,
moving buildings, and fencing off certain
areas to prevent any possible root damage.
Another precautionary measure includes
the installation of aeration systems to help
the trees survive construction.
The new complex will caver approximately 158,000 gross square feet. It will
house student-activity areas, the career
center, sorority meeting rooms, studentmedia offices, a commuter-student lounge,
the micro-computer center, and the bookstore. Multiple organizations and services
that will be housed within the complex
plan to sponsor display tables during the
groundbreaking service. Construction of
this facility is scheduled to be completed
in 1998.

Put me in coach!
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Relative of
Beasley abortion doctor
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) South Carolina Gov. -elect David
Beasley, an anti-abortion Republican,
has an in-law dilemma in Alabama:
His wife's father is a doctor who
performs abortions.
Dr. Louis T. Payne is medical director and part owner of the West
Alabama Women's Center, located
in this college town where Mary Wood
Beasley grew up. Abortion opponents
like the ones who endorsed Beasley
picket Payne's clinic weekly.
While Payne made the financial
contribution to Beasley's campaign,
a former Payne associate said the abortion issue had created friction in the
family.
The silence about the donations
may have been because voters did not
know about Payne. There were only
rumors of how a GOP nominee backed
by the Christian Coalition had an abortion doctor for a father-in-law.
The anti-abortion activists who
supported Beasley against Democrat
Nick Theodore learned about Payne
only this week when contacted by
• The Associated Press,
Payne did not show up for an interview scheduled at his office. A receptionist said he was delayed at a hospital.
Payne had practiced medicine for
20 years in Tuscaloosa.

Election
results official

THE WOMEN ALLEGEDLY
WERE PAID A TOTAL OF
$280 FOR A SEXUAL
ENCOUNTER THAT TOOK
PLACE IN THE IPTAY
BOARD ROOM.
Lee Martin, 19, were each charged with
Larry Barthelemy/senior staff photographer
one count of conspiracy and one count of
A young fan watches the Tigers win the Homecoming
prostitution, according to warrants.
game against Wake Forest 24-8.
According t j reports, the case unfolded
as the two women continuously blackmailed Brewer.
The employee made arrangements for
the two women to come by the IPTAY
administrative offices on Sunday, Oct. 2.
minimize the number of freshment admitThe women allegedly were paid a total of by Maggie Frampton
ted.
$280 for a sexual encounter that took
"We've changed our pattern from what
staff writer
place in the board room.
it and been to really try to attend to the
A week later the women allegedly asked
problem of space availabiliity in classes,"
the man to pay $500 in order to keep them
Enrollment statistics for the 1994 fall said Gentry.
quiet about the incident. On two occasions semester show a decrease in the student
Other statistics show that Clemson has
he met the women on campus and gave population from last year's enrollment.
12,302 undergraduates and 3,994 graduthem money totaling $2000. When the
According to Frank Gentry, assistant ate students, living both on and off camwomen asked for a third payment of$5000 dean of admissions and registration, the pus, who are currently enrolled.
the man decided to go to the University reduction of last fall's semester enrollThe freshman class sports an average
police.
ment of 16,614 students by 318 is mostly SAT score of 1,048 with 34% of them
The women were arrested in the com- attributed to a conscious effort on behalf having ranked in the top 10 percent of
muting student parking lot next to the of the Admissions Office to be able to their high school class.
stadium. Brewer was under voluntary po- provide better service to students.
Twenty-eight freshmen were able to
lice surveillance during the alleged exGentry said that during 1990,1991 and enroll as sophomores because of their
change.
1992 enrollment got out of hand. As a scores on the College Board's Advanced
Brewer's current status with the Uni- result the university was unable to provide Placement program.
versity has not yet been established. George the maximum service and accomodations
Gentry said admissions will continue
Bennett, executive secretary of IPTAY, for the large number of students.
to "make sure everybody has as much
could not be reached for comment and
Concern about the unchecked growth access to classes as they can." JHe added
Burt Henderson, assistant executive with during the early 90s, Gentry said admis- that what happens with enrollment in the
IPTAY declined to comment.
sions has since been making an effort to future remains to be seen'.-

Enrollment decreases

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - The
state Election Commission has officially approved the results of last
week's voting, with no changes in the
outcome.
It wasn't yet possible to tell what
some write-in candidates had polled,
he said. Some counties lumped together all write-in votes for an office
without breaking them down by candidate.
The principal write-in campaign
was conducted for Gerald Stiles, who
lost the Republican nomination for
education superintendent to incumbent Barbara Nielsen. Stiles disavowed the write-in effort, organized
by some of his supporters after the
August primary.
One race still open is the video
poker question in Abbeville County:
According to unofficial returns, voters there approved continuing cash
payouts on the machines by 38 votes.
However, because of the small margin, a recount is necessary and has not
yet been completed, Baum said.
It will take several weeks to determine how many registered voters cast
ballots/Unofficial results show about
930,000 people voted. That would
represent 62percent of the 1.5million
people registered to vote.

see STATE, page 8A
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Reports include Shuttle buses revamped
drug sales and
vandalism

-12 minute departure times to 5 12 minute departure times. The
red route, which usually has 2530 minute departure times could
The Parking and Traffic Combe reduced to 15 to 20 minutes.
mittee, in cooperation With the
The following are the proposed
office of parking and traffic serroutes for the Spring semester.
vices, has developed a new shuttle
Orange
bus system for
Route: C-8,
the spring seNorth Stamester. The
dium Breezeroutes will still
way, Trustee
be designated
House (corner
by colors, but
of Fort Hill
there will be
and Fernow
some changes
Streets),
in the amount
Riggs Hall,
and location of
Hunter Hall,
stops. The main
North Staprinciples bedium Breezehind developway, C-8, *Ping a new
2 on Request,
shuttle system
Blue Route,
were to make it
C-l,
P-l,
more reliable,
Thornhill
provide faster
Laundry,
service, and refile photo
Alumni Park,
duce the cost of
Library,
operation.
New shuttle bus routes will be instituted in the East
Alumni Park,
The plan has
received initial springif approved by the Student Senate. Some Thornhill
approval by the stops could be eliminated to improve efficiency. Laundry and
P-l
Shuttle Bus AdRed Route: East Library,
visory Committee, which is made 93 in the orange route and the
up of all students; and if the Stu- elimination of Perimeter Road Alumni Park, Calhoun Courts,
Tillman Hall, Clemson House,
dent Senate favors the proposal, on the blue route.
the new shuttle system should be
By eliminating unnecessary Douthit Hills, Calhoun Courts
in place by next semester.
stops, left turns and traffic sig- and Alumni Park
Green Route: R-2, R-3, *C-8
To make the shuttle system nals, the times of the new routes
more reliable, some stops have wilt be greatly reduced over the on Request, *North Stadium
been removed or si ightly changed old. On the orange route the cur- Breezeway on Request, Norris
in location. The stops that were rent departure interval from each Hall (Quad), Dillard Laundry,
eliminated were those that are stop is 7-12 minutes. Under the Trustee House and Riggs Hall
used too infrequently relevant to proposed plan, departure time Hunter Hall
Yellow Route: will operate
the amount of passengers using could be reduced to 3 - 6 mi nutes.
those stops. The slight changes The blue route will be cut from 8 according to current schedule

from staff reports

by Jonathan
Campbell
staff writer
On Nov. 9, Clemson Uni-

;;s

floor of Holmes.
Several arrests for public
drunkenness around campus
rang in last weekend, which
proved to be a busy one for
security.

On Saturday, an anonyversity Police arrested Andrew Francis Sawyer, 18, of mous phone call was placed
from Section Q of the staSewickley, PA.
The freshman was picked dium in regards to an asup on charges of selling ille- sault. The scene was invesgal drugs within a half mile tigated, but police found
of campus and also for the nothing .
A complaint of vandalmanufacturing of marijuana.
He's also looking at a charge ism was also made by a veflof simple possession of the dor at last weekend's footsubstance that was brought ball game. Apparently, cotton candy was taken withagainst him last month.
Sawyer has been released out being paid for.
It was later shown that no
on a $5000 personal recognizance bond. He awaits trial vandalism had actually
taken place.
on these charges.
Also on Saturday, "maliIn other news, the CUPD
has received complaints of cious damage" to property
a possible marijuana smell was reported on the second
emanating from the third floor of Mauldin.

in locations in the new system
were made to make the stops
more centrally lqpated to academic buildings on campus and
also to internalize the shuttle system. A major bonus that was
achieved was the removal of SC

Arc You A Leader?

0-.

Do You Want To Learn More?

C

Join the Clemson Leadership Outreach Program
Call Now! Limited Space Available
This NEW program is
designed to:
l^teach leadership skills
(through a 3-credit hour course)

@f develop a mentor
relationship
gf help out in the
community

r

C

If you are interested...

a.

call the Office of Student
Development at 656-0511
or
complete the form below
and return it by Dec. 9th
to 113 Holtzendorff.

c/3

s

Clemson Leadership Outreach Application
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ft.

Name:.

0

Address:
■{&

E-mail Address-.
Phone:
Your Address over the holiday breaks

u

Academic Year:
I

GPA:
Major:
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□
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□f □

3
$

0
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If your
answer is

gfYES...
Sign-up to be a
Leadership
Consultant!
Leadership Consultant(le'der-ship' ken-sul'tent)
A unique student. A
student trained on a
specific leadership topic.
A student who presents
their leadership workshop
to campus organizations.

If you are interested,
please contact the Office
of Student Development at
656-0511 by December 9.
All Leadership Consultants
are eligible to take a 3hour leadership course.
All class registrations occur
next semester!
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Donft blame
the victims
In a well respected medical journal, a council member of the Royal
College of Surgeons in England is
reported as having said that certain
sexually transmitted diseases are "far
from... evil." The council member,
Samuel Solly, reportedly viewed them
as a blessing and believed them to be

Terrell
Johnson
editor-in-chief l|j|

l

"inflicted by the Almighty to act as a
restraint upon the indulgence of evil
passions. Could the disease be exterminated, which he hoped it could not,
fornication would ride rampant
through the land."
The surgeon said further that horrors of such diseases are "the legitimate results of the unholy traffic; the
avenging finger of an offended Deity
is plainly visible in them."
He apparently had quite a following and many top members of Parliament shared his views, so many in fact
that laws were passed to regulate prostitution, forcing women to submit to
testing periodically, in hopes of decreasing the spread of disease. The
police could arrest these women at
random and take them to the hospital
for evaluation with or without their
consent.
Guess which disease prompted such
a reaction - not AIDS but syphilis.
The above quotes were taken from
a journal printed in 1860. Now syphilis is almost unheard of and certainly
not considered any sort of threat to the
population.
To call syphilis an act of Divine
intervention is laughable, but now according to some members of society,
God has found an even better weapon
with which to fight sinful behavior AIDS.
Amazing how little has changed.
The superstitions remain; only the
names are new.
Over a century later, people still
see diseases, particularly those transmitted through sexual activity, as righteous punishment for the sinful
lifestyles of those who contract it.
Even today, victims of AIDS are ostracized and treated as sinners singled
out for God's wrath rather than as
suffering individuals who need help.
AIDS is not simply the just rewards
of homosexuals and drug users. In
recent years most of those with the
virus have contracted it from unprotected, heterosexual sex. In fact, the
fastest growing segment of the population with the HIV virus includes
heterosexual women in the Southeast
in their late teens and early twenties.
After so many years, you would
think that society would have relinquished some of its superstitions and
learned not to blame the victims but to
instead support them. Our efforts
should be directed toward finding a
cure rather than placing the blame.

Philip Prince will
supervise raises
In a recent memo to vice presidents,
deans and directors, Philip Prince released the new procedures for pay raises.
The highest paid employees at
Clemson will have to get their pay raises
approved by Prince. The move is in
attempt to control extraordinary pay
raises for employees who may not deserve them.
The employees who are affected by
this are those who make above $50,000
a year, those who are up for a raise
which will will put them over the
$50,000 mark, and those who are looking for 10% pay increase.
This is certainly a change to when
Max Lennon, former president, was giving away luxury automobiles to vice
presidents.

It is about time that someone is taking a stand, against the administration
who enjoy giving themselves raises
while everyone else is crowded in classrooms and scavenging for spare chalk
left over from the previous class.
Finally, someone is making individual decisions and taking responsibilty
for them. This move to cut back wage
increase is a good move during a time
where the administration is growing and
the enrollment is decreasing.
Maybe the reason Prince is taking a
stand is because he has nothing to lose.
He is not too worried whether he is
liked or not because he is considered
temporary.
Prince is showing that he really cares
about the University and its happen-

approval of pay

raises
ings. Prince seems to be listening to the
students and the faculty. He graduated
from Clemson, and he knows what needs
to be improved.
So as the struggle to balance the
wages of University employees rages
on, at least there is someone out there
on the students' side. By personally approving salary increases, Prince shows
he wants to be involved in University
happenings. He does not want to be a
figure head; he wants to make the most
of his stay as president of Clemson.
This involves difficult decisions like
the restructuring of the colleges and
maybe making enemies by rejecting
salary increases for some, but he is a
man who is not afraid to do it. He knows
all this is necessary because of these
times of budget and funding problems.
He deserves nothing but respect and
admiration for his hard work. He loves
Clemson, and it shows.

The opinions expressed in the lead editorial represent the majority view based upon weekly
meetings of The Tiger senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial may not
represent the individual view of any particular member.
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Put up or
shut
up
The Tiger lacks consistency

Letters to the Editor

To the editor:
After reading both editions of last
Friday's Tiger newspaper, I found
it very odd and irresponsible in the
fact that The Tiger published two
completely different front-page articles on the same event.
The discrepancies between the
first story and the second story about
the naked male student and the female custodian worker were so tremendous because the stories displayed completely different "facts."
In the original edition, the story
was written to imply that the male
student purposely dropped his towel
in front of the custodian lady and
displayed sexual vulgarity. The
names of the both persons involved
in the incident were recorded, and
the male student was portrayed as
guilty.
To add to his appearance of guilt,
the paper reports that he cuts a deal
with the custodian lady as if to bribe
her into dropping all charges.
In every case, the guilty finger,
so to speak, points to him. On the
other hand, the revised edition

frames the female custodian worker
as guilty. She was the one who wanted
to be in the bathroom cleaning when
the poor male student happened to
slip after getting out of the shower
and drop his towel exposing himself
to her.
She tries to make a deal with him
and settles for the $600 to drop her
asserted charges. After an investigation by the Clemson police, she is
fired from her job and apparently not
much happened to the young male
student.
What kind of facts are you reporting if you can't even report the same
ones twice? Newspapers are supposed
to report and inform us on facts of
what is happening in the world around
us.
It is very irresponsible not only to
change the information, but also to give
no explanation for the change. Misuse of
information makes readers question the
paper's validity. If we want to read farfetched, inaccurate articles, then we will
read the National Enquirer instead.
Sincerely,
Laura Young

Speaking Out
Question: How do you feel about
the football team's progress?

To the editor:
I'd like to share with you some' of my
opinions concerning Tire Tiger. The article
entitled "Workerbribes masturbator" was very
offensive. I realize Ti\e Tiger\s responsible for
reporting on all current events, on Clemson's
campus, but this story didn't seem to fall along
those lines. This specific article did not directly
affect the student body, and it was not meant to
highlight an individual for something noteworthy.
Not only was the article irrelevant to campus life, it was inappropriate. There is really not
a need to spotlight that issue. Paying it attention
seems more of an effort to humiliate and
expose two people with a personal conflict
than to share any important information. I
thought such explicit coverage was a tactless
move.
The most disturbing thing was the reprint of
the story. I appreciated the effort was made to
remedy the initial offense, but the second story
was entirely different. If new information was.
made available to the paper after the printing of
the first story, then the story should never have,
been printed without that important information in the first place.
I am not discouraging Tlie Tiger to take
chances, or not to write about controversial
issues, but I am encouraging Tlie Tiger to
consider whether or not the articles are appropriate and worthwhile.
Sincerely,
Jaime Etchison

Forgiveness
not hatred
To the editor:

Julie Kline
Marketing
senior
I have seen no real improvements. We'll see
changes when West develops his team.

Sherri AUsep
Nursing
sophomore
I am impressed, now
that they've had some
good field experience and have gained
confidence.

It grieves my heart to hear the things people
are saying about Susan Smith. It seems we
have forgotten that sometimes we are all overwhelmed by the pressures of life.
She chose to act hers out in an awful and
unexcusable way. We need to humble ourselves and realize that it is by the Grace of God
that we are not in her position.
She never dreamed she could do this. I'm
sure this was not on her list of dreams and
aspirations. She has mined her life, and she
does not need us tp help.her figure that out.
Instead of engaging in "Susan bashing," we
need tospendourtimeprayingforhersoul.She
can be forgiven, even though she will still have
to face her punishment. We can hate what she
did, but we cannot hate her.
Tina Entrekin
sophomore

It's a funny thing working for a
media organization on this campus. I
shouldn't call it work because we (student media) are volunteer organizations and each staff member donates
their time and efforts. It sure feels like
work when you're dealing with a deadline, though.

Lou
Potenza
associate editor
Despite all the efforts that we go
through, we all make mistakes. The
worst day of the week, for me at least, is
Friday. That is the day I get to hear the
student population ridicule the product
that I spent the good part of the week
working on. I'm not asking for praise,
and I have learned to take criticism.
I just find it disheartening to hear all
the negative remarks about the paper
without one suggestion for improvement. Wc would love to hear what you
have to say, but when you tell us "This
sucks," it doesn't help this staff one bit.
If The Tiger is not printing the news you
want to see, come to our office and let us
know, or write a letter or call.
The Tiger wants to provide an informative and entertaining publication to
its readership every week. If you feel
that we' re not doing our job. you have to
let us know so we can make changes.
It is very easy to complain; the hard
part is coming up with solutions to the
complaints.
If I'm not hearing complaints about
the newspaper, the radio station is next
on student's lists. At a dinner Monday
night, a question was poised on how to
raise school spirit. One complaint of the
students has been that WSBF does not
play any "real music."
That's funny. It sounds real to me.
I'll agree that the music in rotation is
different from what is being played on
Top 40, but that's the point. Our radio
station's format is alternative, not classic rock or pop. Where do you think
today's bands received their first break?
They start off on college rac'io stations
before hitting the big time.
WSBF is trying to fill a void in this
area. They are trying to give bands their
first break and some good publicity.
You might not like all that is being
played, but that happens with all radio
stations. Just because you haven't heard
of the bands doesn't mean they don't
deserve a listen.
see HELP OUT, page 6A
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Holt Ghetwood
TextileManagement
sophomore
Outstanding.
West has done a
great job in promoting maturity
of his team.
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Allison Earl in
Biochemistry
junior
Tommy West is growing
into his job. The last few
games have been great.

Chris Fleming
History
sophomore
The team is doing an excellent job considering a
young group of players.
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Who cries for Help out
dying unborn?
continued from 5A

To the editor:
I just turned off the Oprah
Winfrey Show which focused
on the city of Union, South
Carolina, and its healing process after the deaths of
Michael and Alex Smith.
News story after news
story about the boys' deaths
have flooded our televisions
over the past weeks.
The most emotionally
draining experience for me
was when I have watched the
home videos of the boys playing. Their faces were so pure;
their eyes portrayed nothing
but innocence, and their
mouths were always poised
with a smile.
The town of Union, where
the killings occurred, has had
many struggles to work
through. Their struggles have
included everything from
dealing with a racial issue to
explaining the boys' death to
the children of Union.
The town has come together valiantly to pray for
and support the Smith family. I have heard of many stories of people who have never
even met the Smith family or
been to Union who have wept
for the boys and expressed
their desire to have known
and cared for the Smith boys.
Certainly, our nation, for
the first time in a long time,
has taken a moral stand for
the the needs of someone else
outside of their own worlds.
Our nation has wept and
grieved.
Surely, this is good. How' ,—

ever, I must bring up a controversial issue that many of
you will not want to deal
with.
Everyday thousands and
thousands of babies are
killed by their mothers.
The only difference is that
these babies have not been
born yet.
People pass by these
places where babies die every week, and yet no one
cries for these babies.
More importantly, no one
hears those babies cry. Why
does this happen? How can a
country that so bravely rose
to the challenge that the
deaths of Michael and Alex
Smith presented be so cold
and deaf to these cries?
Well, their deaths are
nothing more than a surgical
procedure in the minds of
those who kill and support
the killings.
My question is: who cries
for them? I know many of
you are angry if you have
read this far, but before you
get angry, consider that many
more babies have died
through abortions than Jews
died in World War II. Certainly this is America's Holocaust.
I sincerely plead with anybody that is contemplating
abortion, please don't. I will
help you if I can.
These killings have got to
stop. We are wiping our future off the face of the earth,
and no one hardly cares.
Sincerely,
Lee Hicks

Last semester I heard Live for
the first time on WSBF. Now you
can't help but hear them on pop
radio wherever you go. WSBF
has played Nirvana, Green Day,
Soundgarden, Smashing Pumpkins, Nine Inch Nails, Soul Asylum and Beck, to name a few,
before they hit the big time. What
format do you think first played
REM?
So, believe it or not, WSBF
does play real music. As far as
school spirit goes, how in the
world does the quality of the radio station relate to morale? Turn
the dial if you don't like what you
hear.
School spirit is low, but that
might be because classes are too
crowded, sections are being canceled and the colleges have been
restructured, not because WSBF
won't play Sheryl Crow or The
Tiger has spelling errors.
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Sigma Pi would like to
thank the Panhellenic
Sororities for their help in
our colonization.
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Interested parties need apply
by 4:30 p.m. on Dec. 2nd.
*No experience necessary!

9:30-11:45 a.m.
Saturday, November 19
Lower Level of the
Union Courtyard
Outside Edgar's

TAILGATE BARBECUE

featuring:

■ BBQ
■ Potato Chips

BKll

■I

■ Cole Slaw
■ Brownies
■ Iced Tea

Cash, Tiger Stripe, and
all weekend meal plans accepted

This event is sponsored by:
■ Student Government
■ University Union
■ Clemson Dining Service
■ RHA

NOW OPEN!

THE SOUTHERN CROSS
Dance Entertainment for Everyone
Located on the comer of Stribling Road and Hwy. 123 between Seneca & Westminster

Fridays
Saturdays

0;
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Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
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Tailgate
ard!

.Classic Photography Inc.
'.. i& Idfetang for an energetic,
outgoing and organized campus
mai lager. Excellent telephone skills a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
H
Call 885-0036
-W
12-5 M-F
A
for appointment times.
' *

The Tiger wul be holding
elections for the following
positions on Dec. 4 at 8:00

Line Dancing
7-11 pm
Square Dancing 7-11 pm
Closed
Ballroom/Beach 7-11 pm
(alternating weeks)
Variety Night
7 pm-midnight
Country Western 6:30-midnight

Coming Soon-Gospel Singing on Sunday afternoons
• The Southern Cross features a 5,000 square foot regulation
dance floor, the largest in the South.
• Free dance instruction first hour of every night (except
Tuesdays).
•The Snack Bar offers hot dogs, hamburgers, sandwiches, cokes,
and much more
• Live bands featured regularly.
• Family Entertainment, No Alcohol

The Southern Cross
101 Stribling Road
Westminster, SC 29693
803-647-8400
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MM2 sponsors
'«.
last years champs. This year's
blood drive marks the event's
10th year; however the
campaign's results are larger than
While most students are ea- a trophy and bragging rights.
gerly awaiting the Nov. 19
"This blood drive comes at
Clemson vs. University of South the best possible time because of
Carolina Football Game, Alpha a shortage of donations and an
Phi
Omega
increase in
accidents dur(AOii), a na"THE RIVALRY
tional service
ing the holiWITH USC IS A LOT
fraternity, is
days," said
OF FUN. . ., BUT IT'S
Barbara
leading another
battle against
Cartwright of
MORE IMPORTANT
Clemson's largthe AnMed ReTHAT WE COLLECT
est opponent.
gional Blood
AS MUCH BLOOD AS
A$Q is sponsorCenter
in
Anderson. She
ing Clemson's
POSSIBLE."
part of the blood
"The
• KEVIN O'NEAL added,
supply
of
Drive competiVICE PRESIDENT, A<M2
blood that we
tion
pitting
Clemson against
receive serves
the Anderson area from Thanksuse.
A<t>£2 Vice President Kevin giving until New Year's."
University students, faculty
O'Neal explained, "The Rivalry
with USC is a lot of fun and adds and staff as well as Clemson resiexcitement during the week be- dents were asked to give blood
fore the Clemson-Carol ina game, from Nov. 15-17. Donors rebut it's a lo;t more important that ceived commemorative T-shirts
we collect as much blood as pos- as well as the usual "post-op"
sible to help people during the snack.
"It's draining," said architecholidays."
During the blood drive's first ture student Tripp Riley, saying
nine years, Clemson has com- that he felt good but was disappiled an impressive 6-2-1 record; pointed with the cookie and, "2
however the feathered one's were ounces of Pepsi."

by Robert Lucas
staff writer

Help SIGMA NU
Fight
Lou Gehrigs Disease
Donations will be taken
and the game ball
signed by Coach West
will be raffled off at

I

"Top Quality Casualwear at Warehouse Prices"

GRAND OPENING SALE
♦ We are, "The Place" in New Jersey, New York, Boston & Washington.
Why? Quality at a great price. Just come & see for yourself!!!
♦ All of our styles are exclusively designed by our team of designers in
New York.
Located in the NEW Winn-Dixie Plaza on Hwy 93,
Clem-son (across from Bi-Lo)

Open 7 Days

Mon-Sat 10-8-Sun1-6
803-653-3880
Next Branch Opening Oct. '95 in G'ville

110% Off COUPON |
sale items not included
I

I

lyahefl
State

&x&wu\m

Located at 978 Tiger Blvd. between
Clemson Rent-all and American Waffle

&

Only 2l

Any additional donations can be sent to:
Sigma Nu Philanthropy
P.O. Box 2224, Clemson, SC 29632

Wood & Qlassworks
fine, gifts, home, accents, etc.

10 Minute Quick Quaker State Oil Change
•Check and fill battery

•Replace oil
•Install a new oil filter

•Check your air filter

•Completely lubricate the Chasis
•Check and top-off transmission fluid
•Check and top-off differential fluid
•Check and top-off brake fluid
•Check and top-off power steering fluid

•Fill windshield washer fluid
•Check wiper blades
•Properly inflate tires
•Vacuum the interior
•Then wash your windows, too!

EARLY WINTER SPECIAL

$4.00 OFF
COOLING SYSTEM FLUSH & FILL

Qiass

with this ad exp. Nov. 30,1994 Limited one per customer.

^imm, fused, stumped

"Wood
Mirrors, floor screens
fire, screens, pendidiers

Is your car ready for WINTER? Have your car winterized w/a 10
minute cooling system flush. No appointment necessary.

Hours:

Antiques

M-F 8-6
S8-12

Located just off the square
in historic PencCfeton, SC
hunter "Warehouse <Bldtf.
'Phone 803-646-6215
'Biff Catdivett

CASUAL WEAR HOUSE

$

Barnyard Burn IV
Be There!

ss

photo courtesy A<i>il

Phil Prince takes part in the tenth annual blood drive which pits USC
against Clemson in a three day blood-letting.

WE also perform
Rear Differential Service,Transmission Service &
Cooling System Flush
654-LUBE
S.C. STATE INSPECTIONS
654-5823

Mary •Robertson
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Four remain

Academic restructuring
begins with colleges

Additional restructuring will
continue below the college and
vice president level to ensure that
Clemson remains cost efficient
and flexible. The board deferred
until January plans to create new
executive councils for planning
and budgeting. Most of the re-

continued from 1A

ficient
organizational
downsizing, many of which were
adopted today."
The new structure which will
take effect on July 1, 1995 reduces the colleges to : Agriculture, Forestry, and
Natural Resources;
Architecture, Arts
and Humanities;
A redesigned CU is separated as shown.
Business, Education and Nursing;
Provost & Vice President for
and Engineering,
Sciences and TexAcademic Affairs
tiles.
The
new
College of
changes will not
College of
^Architecture,
Arts
affect degree offerAgriculture,
& Humanities
ings or impact stuForestry &
dents currently enNatural
rolled in programs
Resources
in those colleges.
College of
The board comBusiness,
bined two adminCollege of
Education &
istrators jobs into
Engineering,
Nursing
one, the vice presiSciences &
dent and vice proTextiles
vost for research,
agriculture and forSource: News Services
est
resources.
Three more vice
presidents jobs were combined maining recommendations do not
into the vice president for ad- require the boards action and can
ministration and advancement . be implemented by the adminisUnder the new restructuring, the tration.
Bill Amick, Board Chairman
general counsel, athletic compliance director and the athletic di- said, "For the most part the Boards
rector will all report directly to work on restructuring is finthe president.
ished."

New Academic Structure

501 COLLEGE
AVENUE

continued from 2A

Pawley's
annexes land
PAWLEYS ISLAND, S.C.
(AP) - Some residents of this
town still question why it was
necessary to annex the pristine
Prince George Tract along the
coast, and that unhappiness
erupted in a story town meeting.
During a meeting, residents
said they did not have a problem
with the annexation, but with the
way it was done. The town gave

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
dth your level of experience. As

Any nurse who just wants a job can

an Army officer, you'll command the

find one. But if you're a nursing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

653-7373

[plZZiC

Perfect Pizza Perfect Price
One Iff' Pina Two Toppings
& Two Cans of
Coca-Cola^ classic
OR
One IV Pina Two Toppings
& Two Cans of
Coca-Cola" classic
IDaily llam-^pm)

•A?AMh

$7951
I
I

One 14" Large
"Works,"
Garden Special
OR
All the MeatS

r

Expires 1Z/31/94

vSBUOHn

m

ONE 14" LARGE i LUNCH SPECIAL |
ONE 10" PIZZA, TWO TOPPINGS
ONE TOPPING
& Two Cans of Coca-Cola* Classic

■»

*6

♦ Tax

After 9PM
Expires 12/31/54

Expires 12/31/54
Addtfcu] Ioppiup 95> Eack

Free Peppertmcbiia & Garlic Butter

|

<6

+ Tax

^fflfe.!

Free Pepperoncinis & Garlic Butter

|

^TFAMILY

SPECIAL

I

Free Pepperoncinis & Special Garlic Sauce

I

Expires 12/31/54
Additional Topping! 95* Ejch

Free Pepperoncinis A. Special Garlic Sauce

g

Free Pepperoncinis & Special Garlic Sauce

Free Pepperoncinis e> Special Garlic Sauce

a

Free Pepperoncinis &
Special Garlic Sauce
Not Valid With Anv
Other Coupon

• One 14" Large
with the "Works"
& One 14" Large
One Topping

Expires 12/31/94
(pIZZ>^

aMJOHfe

One 14"Large
One Topping
& Cheesesticks
(PIZZA)

ll

Additional Toppings 95e ea.

?A?AMhs

Tiger's Choice
One 14" Large
Two Topping

IQ95

PerfectPizza Perfect Price

Special GuHc Sauce
m VtM HW) *r OOm Caacn
Open lor Lunch!

i

pflPAJOHXs
a4-y/2.jofc>/w

>

Perfect &4fcJbQE
Pizza Pak"'
Four 14" Large
One Topping
Additional Toppings 95c ea.

Free Peopvonciras t

Addition*. Topping* 95t Each

m

rr

Additional Toppings 95c ea.

9

Perfect Pina Perfect Price1 * ^ Perfect Pizza Perfect Price'"
Dinner for Two

tOmFREE2WwoiCok*

Expires 12/31/S4

Additional Toppbp Kt Eat*

Five Toppings

Family Special

I

"PARTY PAK" "

*\ZU\S2ZU
idffibJ

I

$095

■MB MMM HMM MMM VM MM MM MffiM

Additional Topptap 70! Eacfc

ONE 14" LARGE wi'Ji the "WORKS" I FOUR 14" LARGE PIZZAS j
& ONE 14" LARGE ONE TOPPING s
ONE TOPPING Only

& one order of free breadsticks

Up to

\Vte\tz./\l^^

PERFECT PIZZA PERFECT PRICE

ONE 14" LARGE 3 TOPPINGS

One 14" Large
|

*^ ^™! ^™ T^ ^™ ^™ ^™ ^^1^™ a^m ^^—^^-J^^ +T^~ ^^-Jm^~~w

Free Pepperoncinis 8
Special Garlic Sauce

I Daily 11AM-4PM
Expires 12/31/54

jxp«es IMVM

Perfect Pizza Perfect Price "
I Papa's Choice

mm

Additional Toppings 95eea.

♦ Tax

W

Perfect Pizza Perfect Price
Nifty
Nine Fifty

rV^JOrlN:

Free Pepperoncinis &
Special Garlic Sauce
Hoi Valid With Any
Other Coupon
Open (or Lunch!

r

©eAv.

Free Pepperoncinis
Special Garlic Sauc
Mot Valid With Any
Other Coupon

"*%

(Monday Only. Carryoirt Only)
| Additional Toppings 95c ea.

CpIZZ/aT/

(&A
\M'*

Additional Toppings SI.25 ea.

FAST, FREE DELIVERY!!

11T Perfect Pizza Perfect Price
Monday
Madness
One 14" Large
Cheese Pizza

One 16"
Extra Large
Two Toppings

FOR

JviziM!

Free Pepperoncinis <S
Special Garlic Sauce
Not Vfiliri With Any
Other Coupon
Oppn for Lunch!

$095i

Additional Toppings 95eea.
Free Pepperoncinis &
Special Garlic Sauce
Not Valid With Anv
Other Coupon.
for Lunch I

$10*5

Two 10" Pizzas
Two Toppings

-4-

Perfect Pizza Perfect Price

\a\

W- Perfect Pizza Perfect Price 1
Two Tens
for Ten

■ Additional

Additional Toppings extra
Free Pepperoncinis S
Special Garlic Sauce
Nat Valid With Any
Other Coupon
Open (or Lunch!

CALL YOUR PAPA!

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
TWO 10" CHEESE PIZZAS

.,,,

Lunch Special

<£>dW>e*A*vz
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South Carolina Development
Foundation and the property developers will not have to provide
a two-acre public beach access
demanded by Georgetown
County.
The university plans an environmental education center on
1,300 acres. Developers will sell
150 lots on the rest to pay the
$10.5 million purchase price for
the property that was bought from
the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp.
The residents of those 150 lots
will get the parking, beach walkway, cabana and changing room
in the area just across from the
mouth of Pawleys Inlet that the
county wanted for the public. I
Jim Rex, who heads the USC
foundation, said the property is
too fragile for a traditional public
beach access.

first approval to the annexation
in a specially called meeting last
month and gave final approval a
week later.
Twice during the meeting,
Mayor Julian Kelly screamed at
two men to shut up and threatened to have one thrown out. He
later ordered everyone except
town residents and property owners to leave.
Town officials said the quick
annexation was necessary to fend
off interference from Georgetown
County.
Annexing the property was "an
agonizing decision," Councilman
Mac Boyle said. Neither he nor
any other council members cited
what kind of county interference
they expected.
The annexation of the 1,934acres,of undeveloped beachfront
land means the University of

Free Papperoncinis &
Special Garlic Sauce
Olhei Coupon.
Open for Lunch!
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Austria
apologizes
for Holocaust
JERUSALEM (AP) Austria's president apologized
for his country's role in the Holocaust and said his countrymen
have belatedly recognized that
many of the worst henchmen in
the Nazi dictatorship were Austrians. The speech before Parliament capped Klestil's three-day
visit to Israel, the first by an Austrian head of state.
The two countries had frosty
relations during the 1986-92
presidency of Klestil'spredecessor, Kurt Waldheim, who served
as an officer in the German army
during World War II and was
posted in the Balkans, near the
site of Nazi atrocities.
For years Austria rejected responsibility for the persecution
of Jews on its territory, arguing
that it was the first victim of
German aggression. Hitler's Germany annexed Austria in 1938.
Klestil said his countrymen
were reappraising their past.
Many Austrians enthusiastically supported the Austrian-born
Hitler. About 70,000 Austrian
Jews were killed in the Holocaust. About 15,000 Jews live in
the country today, compared to
180,000 before 1938.
At a news conference, Klestil
and his foreign minister, Alois
Mock, played down the danger
of growing support forright-wing
extremists in Austria.
The far-right Freedom Party,
which catered to anti-foreigner
sentiment, made significant gains
in Oct. 9 parliamentary elections,
winning almost a quarter of the
vote.
Klestil was evasive when
asked whether the Freedom Party
might be asked to join a governing coalition.

plies. Doctors and specialists
from Tirana were sent to Elbasan
to help the local staff.
The Koha Jone newspaper
quoted Lavdie Shqarri, the director of the psychiatric hospital, as
saying that most of the patients
who died were in such frail health
they could not resist the disease.

Hostages
executed
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) - The Khmer Rouge guerrilla group confirmed it had executed three Western hostages
last month and accused them of
being foreign spies.

Australian David Wilson,
Briton Mark Slater and Frenchman Jean Michel Braquet were
killed by the Khmer Rouge in the
southwestern province of
Kampot. Their corpses were
found in a grave with their hands
tied.
!
They had been heldj^by the
guerrillas after being captured in
a Khmer Rouge attack on a train
they were riding.
Contradicting an earlier statement that claimed the three were
not killed by the guerrilla group,
a Khmer Rouge radio broadcast
said they were executed because
"they acted as spies to continue
Vietnamese aggressive war."
The Vietnamese war was a
reference to the conflict between
the Khmer Rouge and other guerrilla groups against the Vietnambacked government, which ended
in 1992 with a peace agreement.
The Khmer Rouge subsequently
withdrew from the peace process
and continued to fight, claiming
Vietnam still was deeply involved
in Cambodia. A new government
was formed after U.N.-supervised elections last year.

Rebels kill 21
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) -

NEWS/ Page 9A
Rebels attacked a village police
station, killing the police chief
before being repelled by a paramilitary group in one of the year's
bloodiest attacks. At least 21
people were killed, police said.
The attack in San Pedro de
Ur,aba, 43p kilometers (250
•mil'ej) northwest of Bogota, came
as President Ernesto Samper was
preparing an initiative to end more
than three decades of-warfare by
about 10,000 leftist guerrillas.
Samper is to announce the initiative when he will have completed his first 100 days in office.
The rebels have ruled out a uni"lateral cease-fire, and there was
no indication a truce was imminent.
At least 100 rebels of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia swept into San Pedro de

Uraba, a town in the nation's
steamy banana-growing region,
and attacked the police station,
killing the police chief and
wounding three other officers,
according to a police statement.
Members of a local paramilitary group opened fire on the
rebels, forcing them to retreat
after atwo-hour firefight.
Right-wing paramilitary
groups, accused by human rights
groups of abuses, have existed
for years in the region, known as
Uraba. The groups are allowed to
exist, and are sometimes supported, by the military.
The rebels are seeking long
talks over as much as eight years
to create the socio-economic conditions for peace, while the government want's imnjediate demobilization of the rebel forces.

Classic Photography Inc.
has immediate openings for
PHOTOGRAPHERS
$6 to $9 per hour
%

Part-time weekends and evenings.
Own transportation a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
Call 885-0036 for an appointment

WARNING: Dialing Zero to Call Your Family Collect
Can Be Hazardous to Their Wealth.

Cholera
epidemic
TIRANA, Albania (AP)
Cholera has killed 13 patients in
a mental hospital, bringing the
total number of cholera deaths in
Albania to 29.
About 300 other patients were
infected with the disease in the
psychiatric hospital in Elbasan,
35 miles (55 kms) southeast of
Tirana, doctors said. The facility
was put under quarantine.
Cholera broke out three
months ago in central Albania
and later spread across the country, one of the poorest in Europe.
Thousands have been hospitalized. Foreign assistance and
emergency government measures
have failed to control the disease's
spread.
Petraq Cama, an adviser to
Health Minister Maksim Cikuli,
said the minister and his deputy
visited the hospital on Monday
and sent medicine and other sup-

1-800-COLLECT

®

Dial it instead of"0" and
save them up to 44%.
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SEA to protect Sports institute founded
Chattooga River
continued from 1A

by Julie M. Gray
staff writer
If you' ve ever hiked along the
Chattooga River in Georgia, you
might have caught a glimpse of
some of the oldest trees^ in the
Southeast. You might have also
seen signs of the logging that
might eventually destroy these
trees. A petition being set up in
the loggia this afternoon by Students for Environmental Awareness (SEA) is trying to save these
old growth forests from the pressures of the timber industry.
The petition, started by the
Chattooga River Watershed Coalition (CRVVC), is basically an
appeal to the Regional Forester
to implement temporary forest
management guidelines until
new, scientifically sound Forest
Plans can be put into place.
The new temporary gu idel ines
that the CRWC is trying to implement for management of the forests of the Southern Appalachian
mountains are as follows:
1. No conversions of hardwood forests into pine plantations, and begin restoration of
native forest.
2. No new roads in the already
heavily-roaded forests.
3. Inventories, beginning immediately, to ground-truth current information about our forest, and to identify old growth
and roadless areas.
4. No cutting of old growth
timber (standing over 100-yearsold), and no road-building in
roadless areas.
5. No timber harvesting or
road-building in areas identified
as critical habitat for sensitive,
threatened and endangered species.
6. In areas appropriate for
timber harvesting, employ only
methods that mimic natural disturbances, such as single-tree se-

lection and small group selection.
Most of the current planning
of national forests is based upon
management rules put in place
during the early 1980s. According to Buzz Williams, Executive
Director of the CRWC, these forest plans are largely outdated.
Williams states that congressmen
receiving large sums of money
from the timber industry put pressure on the Forest Service to set
and meet certain timber targets.
These targets are certain quotas
of timber that the Forest Service
must cut within public forest preserves, such as those along the
Chattooga River.
The Forest Service has stated
that it cannot establish new Forest Plans until more research has
been completed. In the mean time,
our native forests are being destroyed, according to the CRWC.
In the Chattooga River area alone,
the Forest Service has endorsed a
plan that would produce 100 acres
of clearcut forest land.
The CRWC is a non-profit
organization that was started in
the Spring of 1991. It is funded
by groups such as the Turner
Foundation, the Mary Renolds
Babcock Foundation and Merck
Family Fund. Some of the goals
of the CRWC are to monitor the
U.S. Forest Service's management of public forests in the
Chattooga watershed area to educate the public, and to protect
remaining old growth and
roadless areas.
Williams states that, "the key
to our success will depend on our
ability to reach out to all citizens
by articulating how our mission
relates to them personally." In
order to do this, the CRWC puts
out a quarterly news letter and
offers workshops to teach people
about the forest and watershed
area in and around the Chattooga
River.

Sardi's

Den

653-6417
Take-out Available
Restaurant & Lounge
(formerfij 6)/>/Ws j

Hwy 93'across from Bi-Lo

GREAT LUNCH

Where the /oca/e meet & eat"

& DINNER SPECIALS

Full Liquor Bar

Open for Lunch and Dinner
Serving food 11:30AM to 11:30PM daily

• Featuring •
• Cuban Food (Tues & Thurs)
• Meat & 2 Vegetables Daily
• Fresh Seafood
• Home Made Italian Specials
•Stack-em High Sandwiches
• Chicken Wings Buffalo Wings
• Steaks
• Ribs & Chicken by the pound
for parties

"Best Baby Back RIBS
in the Upstate!!!!"

Inc., sports programs beforj a
1993 plane crash. These arte
Mark Brooks, the company's
spofts marketing manager;
Alan Kulwicki, member of a
Hooters-sponsored NASCAR
team; Dan Duncap, sports
marketing director; and
Charlie Campbell", the
company's pilot.
"These endowments will be
a lasting tribute to these gentlemen who have meant so much
to us," Brooks said.
"Maybe, [they] will be
something they can look back
on in years to come and realize
that through this their spirit
continues today and always."
The sports industry contributed $1.3 billion to South
Carolina's economy in 1993,

and the national impact was $90.8
billion. They accounted for over
25,000 jobs in the state and 1.9
million nationally.
CU's President, Phil Prince,
stated, "Given the tremendous
impact of sports on our culture,
our economy and the way we
communicate with each other,
we think .the teaching, research
and public service potential of
the Brooks Sports Science Institute is limitless."
The intentions of the Brooks
Institute will be to support interdisciplinary study in motor sports
engineering, sports management,
marketing and sports communication; to facilitate faculty, collaboration in cross-disciplinary
teams; to provide undergraduate
courses and cooperative-education opportunities in sports-fo-

cused areas, to provide research and testing for racing
teams; to support graduate students; and to promote sports
industry careers.
Prince has thanked Brooks
for yet another major contribution to benefit Clemson's
faculty and students. Brooks
has already given almost $2.5
million for the University's
performing arts center. The
future Brooks Institute will
require the approval of the S.C.
Commission on Higher Education, which is expected to
take 18 months.
" Maybe, in some small
way, this effort will not only
help the university, but help
all the family members whose
lives were so closely tied to
Clemson," remarked Brooks.
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SPRING 1995
Clemson University will offer these classes at the University Center of Greenville this
Spring. Clemson students may register for these courses using online registration
at the University. Students from other institutions who desire to enroll should complete
and return a Transient Admissions Form.

January 11 - Mav 4. 1995:
EDUCATION 334
EDUCATION 451
EDUCATION 466
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 372
ACCOUNTING 307
FINANCE 306
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 312
MANAGEMENT 390
* ENGLISH 426/626
•ENGLISH 314
•HISTORY 312
' PRTM 201
* NURSING 407
* NURSING LAB 407

Child Growth and Development
Elementary Methods in Science Teaching
Introduction to Early Childhood Education
Arts and Creativity for the Elem. Child
Managerial Accounting
Corporation Finance
Decision Models for Management
Operations Management
Southern Literature
Technical Writing
African American History -1877 to Present
The Recreation/Leisure Environment
Family Nursing in the Community
Lab for Family Nursing in the Community

6-9 pm TH
6-9 pmT
6-9 pmW
6-9 pmM
6-9 pm TH
6-9 pmT
6-9 pm M
6-9 pmW
6-9 pmT
6-9 pmW
6-9 pm TH
6-9 pmM
4-8 pmM
TBA

All students should attend the registration session which will be held from 4-7 pm on Thursday,
January 5 at the University Center of Greenville OR be registered at Clemson on-line and payment
made. Nursing students may contact Dr. Barbara Logan in Clemson (656-0383) or Dr. Rebecca
Collins in Greenville (250-1111). Classes marked * are offered on an enrollment dependent basis.
Clemson University will also offer graduate classes in accounting, business administration, education,
nursing, and public administration in Greenville. For additional information regarding the University
Center of Greenville call 250-1111 (Greenville) or 656-2025 (Clemson).
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The lighter side o

Senior Platoon reunited
by Leonard C. Butler,
Sr. -1953
special to The Tiger
The 31 Senior Platoons that
represented Clemson between the
years of 1930 and 1960 were
members of a rather unique organization in CU's colorful history.
Thanks to the efforts of Gater
Fair, who for years returned to
the Clemson campus to preach
the Gamecock's funeral prior to
the Big Thursday football game,
and other interested senior cadets, the platoon was organized.
In its early history, the platoon
competed with other college drill
teams in addition to performing
at football games, parades and
festivals from Boston to Dallas.
During World War II, because of
the small number of seniors enrolled at Clemson, The Senior
Platoon combined with The Ti-

photo courtesy Leonard C. Butler

The Senior Platoon (here the platoon of 1953), a student organization
which existed for 31 years, is holding a reunion following the game.
ger Platoon, which offered membership to all upper classman.
With the close of WWII, The
Senior Platoon reorganized on
the campus.
With the phase-out of the military program in the late 50s, not
enough interest could be generated to sustain membership and
the platoon disbanded. That was

Carolina football game tomor34 years ago.
The Senior Platoon brought row.
Some 58 members of this
honor to Clemson wherever it performed and was a highly disci- group compose a committee to
perpetuate the memory of the
plined organization.
There are over 800 former Clemson Senior Platoon and are
members of the platoon still liv-< in the process of compiling a
ing, and many of them will ob- very thorough history#of each of
serve their third annual reunion the Jl years of-the platoon's exfollowing the Clemson-South istence.

Raises
continued from
1A
The report showed that the
highest paid employee during the 93-94 year was a
Named Professor of Environmental Systems.Frank L.
Parker, who earned $ 131,000.
However, among the highest
paid include coaches, presidents and vice presidents.
With these figures in mind,
Prince requested that vice
presidents should review any
requests for raises with him
before the requests are processed or state approval requirements are initiated.
These personal reviews by
Prince would lengthen the approval process.
Although most faculty approved of Prince's plan, they
are still upset with the salary
misalignments at the University.

Owner Chan is Chef to the Stars

I"

HEAD HUNTERS
Monday - Wednesday Haircut
Special
$7.00 Men's Cuts
$9.00 Ladies' Cuts
I Bring in this coupon to receive offer on
Thursdays and Fridays
I
I
654-2599 • M-F(9-6) & Sat(9-4)
I
Victoria Square • Suite 150
I
l

► Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
'Gourmet Lunch Daily
'Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm
'Dinner 5 pm nightly

• Fresh Vea I, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
♦ Absolutely The BEST Salads in the Upstate!
*Romantic Italian Atmosphere
TWH
• Excellent California & Italian Wine List

PfiSTfi HOCIS
Lunch • Sundays • Happy Hours
4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa ^231 -8811
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY BROOKS CENtER IFOR THE PERFORMING ARTS

Students
THE FLU WILL.
MAKE YOU BLUE!
FLU SHOTS AVAILABLE
AT REDFERN
FLU CLINICS
Tues. & Wed. - NOV. 22 & 23
8 AM - 4 PM
NO APPOINTMENT

You are invited...
Experience the Magic of the Holidays with Music!!
Clemson University offers four FREE concerts
performed by its student ensembles:

Chamber Orchestra featuring Ms. Mimi Wyche
Tuesday, November 22, 1994
Music from the stage is the theme for this concert of works from opera, operetta, and
musicals. Special appearance by the University Chorus.
Choral Ensembles
Thursday, December 1, 1994
Enjoy (lie Clemson University Chamber Singers, University Chorus, Women's & Men's
Glee and the "CU After Six" Singers performing a variety of music from holiday to jazz &
spirituals to pop.
Jazz Ensemble
Friday, December 2, 1994
Traditional and contemporary big band sounds from the Clemson University Jazz Ensemble
are featured in this special concert.
Symphonic Band
Tuesday, December 6, 1994
A special holiday concert closes out the fall semester. "Russian Christmas Music" and
"Sleigh Ride" highlight flu's crowd pleasing concert.

NEEDED
COST $5.00

All curtain times are 8:00 p.m. at the Brooks Theatre
Call 803/656-7787 for further information

May your holidays be filled with music!
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Pikas celebrate Students put out the fire
25 years
makes her sick.
Sophomore Ashley Moss
commented, "It's offensive and
unattractive."
These sentiments are common

by Robert Lucas
staff writer

by Ethan H. Bellamy
staff writer
The Pikes turn 25 this weekend.
Clemson's Eta Alpha chapter
of the Pi Kappa Alpha (TIKA)
Fraternity will beholding its 25th
Anniversary the weekend of Nov.
18.
"It's going to be one hell-of-a
$12,000 weekend," said the fraternity treasurer, A.G. Barlow.
The dinner banquet, which will
be held in the Hyatt Regency in
Greenville, SC, will feature Senator Strom Thurmond, a Clemson
graduate and honorary 11KA initiate.
Other distinguished speakers
include I1KA National President
Andy Morse, I1KA National Executive Director Ray Orians, past
Eta Alpha president and current
National Director of Alumni Affairs Matt Dey, past Eta Alpha
and national president Joe Turner,
and Vice Provost and past national president Dr. Jerome Reel.
The history of the Eta Alpha
Chapter of I1KA began in 1969
when the Board of Trustees gave
local fraternities permission to
seek national affiliation. Sigma
Alpha Zeta, Clemson's first fraternity, obtained the distinction
of becoming the first local group
to be colonized by a national fraternity when it was selected by

riKA as their chapter at Clemson.
On Feb. 1, 1970, Eta Alpha
received its charter. At that time,
it was the shortest colonization to
charter on record.
Over the past 25 years, FIKA
has won 13 of the coveted Robert
Adger Smythe Awards. Smythe
Awards are awarded for overall
chapter excellence, with an emphasis on scholarship, community service, and campus involvement.
Other activities planned for
the anniversary weekend include
a team golf tournament and the
traditional tailgating at the "Old
Shack," home toFIKA since 1974
and located at 189-1 Old
Greenville Highway. Also
planned, following the Clemson
vs. Carolina football game, is a
Pig Roast at the "New Shack,"
the official chapterhouse of Eta
Alpha since 1986, located at 317
Old Greenville Highway.
Approximately 500 fraternity
affiliates are expected to be in
attendance.
"I feel very fortunate to be
involved in this fraternity. And
in its 25th year, it is an honor and
a privilege to celebrate all our
achievements and our colorful
tradition," said fraternity member Andy Correll.
Any questions or comments
about the anniversary should be
directed to the current chapter
president Mike T. Waldrop at
P.O. Box 3394 or call 653-5707.

Georgia Tech's
School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Graduate Programs In:
Atmospheric Chemistry, Atmospheric
Dynamics and Physics, Geochemistry,
and Solid-Earth Geophysics
Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degree programs emphasize
the application of chemical and physical principles to the study of the
Earth's atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere. The objective is to
provide integrated mechanistic descriptions of the Earth's system
including its resources, environmental quality, and evolution over time.
Financial Support
Research and teaching assistantships are provided to qualified students
with outstanding records in the physical or biological sciences, or
engineering fields, and a strong desire to understand the chemistry and
physics of our natural environment.
For information and application forms, contact
Graduate Selection Committee
School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0340.
Phone: (404 894-3893; e-mail: gradnws@eas.gatech.edu
Apply by Jan 15, 1995 for Fall 1995 assistantship appointments

Yesterday marked National
Smoke Out Day. Smoke Out
Day is an annual campaign to
encourage smokers to go for
one day without smoking.
Hopefully, this effort will provide an incentive for them to
quit permanently. Organizers
feel positively that the high
degree of national publicity
that the Smoke Out obtains,
will entice those who might
otherwise ignore it to participate.
Sophomore Julie Kilby said,
"I think it's terrible; it's nasty,
I'm tired of sharing other
people's second hand smoke."
She explained she is allergic to the smoke and it often

"KM TIRED OF
SHARING OTHER
PEOPLE'S SECOND
HAND SMOKE."
• JULIE KILBY
SOPHOMORE

today. Combined with health
risks such as lung cancer, reduced fertility, heart disease, and
oral and throat cancers; the unpopularity of smoking has lead
legi slators. to' severe! y restrict
smoking in public places.
While health dxperts point to
hazards caused by smoking,

many people continue to
smoke.
"Do it if you want," commented senior John Zellweger.
Connie Knight, who has organized Clemson's Smoke Out
campaign expressed hope that
many would participate. During the Smoke Out, an information table was set up in the
Loggia. Knight hoped that the
•Adopt-A-S moker program received a great deal of support
this year.
Those who want information or help in quitting smoking can contact health education at 656-0141.
Knight explained that when
one stops smoking their body
can often regain its capacities.
For example, smokers regain
their senses of smell and taste,
as well as reducing their risk of
lung cancer.

Charleston, Columbia, Greenville & Charlotte

ANNIVERSARY SALE!

Huge Markdowns
Sales ends Nov. 30

Tuxedo rentals!
starting at just
$35.00

Show your valid
student ID and
receive 10% off all
formal or semiformal
dresses in stock.

'Designer Wedding
Gowns
$99.00 and up
'Brides Maid
Dresses
$5.00 and up

803-242-0100"
1415B Laurens Rd., Greenville, SC 29607
J»UI
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WE'RE MOVING
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Watch for us in downtown Clemson!
New Services, New Merchandise, New Store, Same People, Same Quality
OPENING
N0V28™

•BRIDALS
•BRIDESMAIDS

•FORMALS
-SHOES

6 Rubin Square (next to campus copy shop) 654-7630

it1

E
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m«
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Kurt
Itfcfc

Heritage Point
Apartments
Now Renting
One & Two Bedrooms
Swimming Pool
Tennis Court
Shuttle Service Daily 7-9 times and from Campus.

7717
654-3444
654-2412
647-2268

After Hours Phone Numbers

DISCOUNT BRIDAL WAREHOUSE

':

Open Monday through Friday
8:30 am to 5:00 pm
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Caddy six
feet under
FOSTER, R.I. (AP) - A
Scituate woman who loved driving her Cadillac will never have
t0 give up the keys after being
buried in it.
Betty Young, 76, was buried
in a grave nearly 8 feet deep and
20 feet wide to accommodate the
1989 Coupe deVille that her husband, Lester, gave her.
Benjamin Phillips, owner of
Phillips Memorial Cemetery, said
he was shocked when the Youngs
first approached him with the idea
of burying Mrs. Young in the car
with the vanity plates "BY277."
An auto body shop removed
the car's seats so Mrs. Young's
coffin would fit.
After a funeral service in
Scituate, Mrs. Young and her car
made a final trip aboard a flatbed
truck to the cemetery where they
will spend eternity.

giving, munched on bread and
grapes with about 150 humans
who attended the group's 10th
annual gathering at Amherst
Community Church.
The potluck dinner offered the
traditional - sweet potatoes,
mashed potatoes, cranberries and
stuffing (stuffed in a pumpkin) -

Burgess, who is free on $4,100
bond, spent four days in jail. He
was arrested with blood on his
mouth and shirt and charged with
cruelty to animals and public intoxication, police said.
He also was charged with two
counts of battery for allegedly
assaulting the dog's owner, Lorrie

Novel News
and the non-traditional, at least
for Thanksgiving: curried squash
soup, vegetable lasagna, pasta,
wheat gluten and stir-fried rice.
The visiting turkeys are owned
by Rick and Sandy Kijanka, who
rehabilitate injured animals on
their farm in Burt, about 30 miles
north of Buffalo. Emily is a wild
turkey who was hit by a car several years ago. The Kijankas
nursed her back to health, then
acquired Florian to keep her company.

Vegetarian
no turkey
U-turner
AMHERST, N.Y. (AP) - A
vegetarian group had a problem: bandit
How to celebrate Thanksgiving
without making a casualty of one
of its feathered friends.
The solution for the Animal
Rights Advocates of Western
New York was to serve turkeys
as guests - not the main course.
Florian and Emily, two turkeys who gave up their traditional front-row seats so that they
might live to see another Thanks-
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a license - but he did have a
torrent of suspensions recorded
over five years, said Sgt. Edward
Caro, a police spokesman.
That makes Linen the city's
reigning suspension champ.
Linen was charged with felony
aggravated unlicensed operation
of a motor vehicle and issued a

NEW YORK (AP) - Leroy
Linen may think twice about
making his next illegal U-turn.
That is, if he ever gets back his
driver's license - after 633 suspensions.
When the 40-year-old driver
was stopped for making the turn,
police discovered he didn't have

citation for driving without a license.
The U-turn culprit was caught
on the bigger offenses because
he gave police his real name. In
the past, Linen had used at least
two other names and a variety of
real and false addresses.
The suspensions involved
such things' as moving and parking violations, driving without a
valid license, insurance or inspection stickers, operating a car
with equipment flaws, and repeatedly failing to appear in court
to answer those charges.

Man bites
do
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
(AP) - A 39-year-old man accused of biting a dog during an
ongoing feud says he wants to
settle with his four-legged foe.
"I have been thinking about
going over there and petting him,"
said William V. Burgess.

McComas, and her son.
McComas said the dog is recovering nicely and suffered no
permanent injuries.

Doggo ne
credit

DEVILS LAKE, N.D. (AP)
Most dogs have to beg or do
tricks for treats. The Rev. Michael
Schommer's dog has his own
checking account and credit card
to buy them.
Schommer says every time he
threw loose change into a piggy
bank at home, he told the dog that
it was his allowance. When he
took the change to the bank to
cash it in, Schommer decided to
open an account in D.O.G's
name.
The bank's vice president
"started laughing and said 'why
not?"' Schommer said.
Both Schommer's signature
and D.O.G's paw print are on the
account's signature card, and both
sign all the checks.
D.O.G's current checking balance is $116.
D.O.G's credit card came after Schommer discovered an application in the envelope of his
own credit card bill. He put his
dog's name on it and the card
soon arrived with a $3,100 credit
limit.

I
I
I
I Every Wednesday is Student Day
I
$1.00 Off Lunch Plates
I Free cupcake with purchase of a lunch
I
plate at regular price.
I
Must bring in ad to receive offer
I
I
CLEMSON SHOPPING CENTER
I
next to Los Hermanos • 654-8600
L

Strut

%£»*» *> the...

C(i/iiJiiJ<Lb*i up some pavings and stuff
your closets with dressing for the nOllUdyS.
/'

Friday & Saturday

( Everything 30% OFF
(excluding clearance (tcmnl

Anderson Location:
118 Benson St.
(The old annex building on the
square by the old court house.)

"•—"—■"

Our BIGGEST shipment ever
to
arrive Monday the 21 st

Clemson Locations:
366 College Ave (Downtown)
(Next to Tiger Town Tavern)
654-6752

1019 Tiger Blvd.
(Winn Dixie Plaza)
654-0016
Plus Sizes
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NO annual FEE,
nationwide ACCEPTANCE
and LOW rates.
Because this is a ONCE in a lifetime trip

NETWORK ©1994 Greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC

If W tMfT GOT IT,
GET IT

Look for the Collegiate Health &? Fitness Tour on
your campus on Monday and Tuesday, November 28-29.
And stop by the Discover Card booth.
Presented by

m:M

Clemson's Guide to
Entertainment
& the Arts
November 18, 1994
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Chorus
performs
by Owen Parks
staff writer
On Thursday, Dec. .1, Ihe Clemson University Choral Ensembles
will present a concert in the Brooks
Center. The concert will be a culmination of months of hard work and
intense rehearsals. Undoubtedly, it
is a show you won't want to miss.
The concert features five different ensembles: The University Chorus, Chamber Singers, Women's
Glee, Men's Glee, and CU After Six
Singers. The concert includes a variety of styles that are sure to satisfy
anyone's musical tastes.
In the spirit of the approaching
holiday season, the Women's Glee
will perform holiday music, such as
"Jingle Bell Swing" and "Carol of
the Bells." The concert, however,
does not solely consist of holiday
music. For example, the University
Chorus features a piece entitled "The
Bells" which is a musical interpretation of a poem by Edgar Allen Poe.

see CHORUS, page 5B

Looking to big horizons
David Wilcox discusses the positive side of success
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
Time-Out editor
David Wilcox, folk artist
from Asheville, N.C., has
found recent success in his
fourth release, Big Horizon,
released in February on A&M
Records. Sounding like a mesh
betweenJamesTaylorandLeo
Kottke, he has expanded his
fan base to grand proportions
in the Appalachians and
Rockies with his pure approach to music. He continues
to charm audiences with his
humorous ad-libbing on stage
and soulful voice, rarely
backed by more than his acoustic guitar.
To support tonight's concert in Tillman, Wilcox discusses the direction in his new
music and what fans might
expect at the show.
T-O: Your earlier albums
were very much about pain
and transition. Why is Big
Horizon so much more light

and positive?
DW: It's fun in retrospect
to go back and look at the
way the albums have progressed and the different
phases I was in. Big Horizon
is a payback of all the work I
did emotionally between
How Did You Find Me Here
and Home Again. The issues
I was thinking about during
Home Again were ones I
didn't really want to have to
deal with, but when I finally
did, it made everything a lot
better for Big Horizon. So it
turns out that Big Horizon is
a testimony for where I've
found my joy and what I feel
makes life worth living.
T-O: You tune your guitar differently for different
songs. How do you choose
the right tuning for a song?
DW: When I started out, I
did it trial-and-error. As I get
to know the tunings, I tend to

photo courtesy A&Jvl Publicity

David Wilcox, renowned folk artist from
Asheville, N.C., will bring his music to
Tillman tonight at 8.

see WILCOX, page 11B

London Orchestra plays Brooks
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Stargate
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• Star Wars: the

theatres

photo courtesy Columbia Artists Management, Inc.

The London Chamber Orchestra will be playing the Brooks Center this Sunday as
part of the Utsey Chamber Music Series. The show will begin at 7:30 p.m. and is free£
to all students at the door.
by Caroline Weathers
staff writer
On Sunday, Nov. 20, at 7:30 p.m.,
Clemson University will be treated to a
performance by the London Chamber
Orchestra. The concert will be held at
the Brooks Center. Tickets are $5 in
advance; Clemson students can receive
free tickets on the day of the concert

with their I.D. if any are available.
The London Chamber Orchestra, the
oldest chamber orchestra of its kind in
Great Britain, has been around since
1921. The orchestra has given over 100
world premieres of works by such composers as Mozart, Stravinsky, Ravel and
Debussy. It has appeared at Europe's
most renowned music centers, playing
at both traditional and "rock" venues in
order to reach a broader audience.

The Orchestra has -been under the
direction of Christopher Warren-Green
since 1988. His career began at an early
age as a concerto soloist and chamber
musician. He has performed as soloist
with several major European orchestras, and he has worked with such conductors as Giuseppe Sinopoli, Simon
Rattle and Michael Tilson Thomas.

prequel is coming

page 6B

page2B

Mu*
Pulp

Smoke

Wool
Buddy Rich

Plant/Page
Jesus Christ

Engine Alley

Superstar

see LONDON, page 10B
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Star Wars-, the
drinking ga
author unknown
To play the Star Wars Drinking game, you will need:
•The Star Wars Trilogy on tape
(one movie for a short game)
•An ample supply of your favorite beverage (milk, right?)
•A really good sound system, so
the explosions seem to happen
all around you. Kapow! (optional)
Begin by inserting your Star
Wars videotape into your VCR.
Dim the lights for dramatic effect, and play the tape. The game
begins right as "20th Century
Fox" logo appears on the screen.
Once the game has begun, you
watch the movie for the listed
events. Every time one of them
occurs, everybody takes a sip of
their drink.
Drink when:
•Someone has a bad feeling about
this.
•It's their only hope.
• An entire planet is described as
having one climate.
•Somebody gets choked with the
force.
•An old Jcdi starts to ramble about
the Force. (Vader counts.)
•Somebody's hand gets cut off.
•A gigantic technological marvel explodes in a single blast.
•There is a tremor/disturbance in
the Force.
•It's not someone's fault.
••Twice if it's not Han's fault.
•Someone is mind-controlled
using the Force.
•A good guy wears white or a bad
guy wears black.
••Twice if a bad guy wears white
and a good guy wears black (for
uniforms, only the first person on
screen counts).

•An elaborately made-up alien
has no lines.
•An Ewok dies, and the camera
lingers longer than it did when
the Death Star exploded, killing
billions of people.
•It is Luke's destiny.
•Luke whines.
•Luke discovers a long-lost relative.
•Luke does a nifty acrobatic flip.
•Luke teeters on the brink of a
chasm.
•Luke's parentage is foreshadowed.
•Luke refuses to take someone's
advice.
•Something doesn't work on the
Millenium Falcon.
••Twice if it's the hyperdrive.
•Yoda uses bad grammar.
•R2-D2 gets thrashed.
•C-3PO loses a body part.
••Twice if he is completely dismembered.
•C-3PO Tries to inform us of just
how many forms of communication he's familiar with.
••Twice if he doesn't finish his
sentence.
•Jabba the Hutt laughs like Santa
Claus.
•The Emperor has foreseen something.
•Vader runs into one of his kids
and doesn't recognize them.
•Stormtroopers shoot everywhere
but where they're aiming.
•Stormtrooper armor proves useless.
The game ends when a bunch
of furry animals start dancing.
No matter what you've been
drinking, you will remember this
image. If at some point no one
can successfully operate the VCR
anymore, abandon the game.

VST
by Tara
Wenner
Asst. TimeOut-Editor
Well, here it is, the end of
the first week after our long
awaited and deserved Fall
Break. Are you feeling refreshed, relaxed, and ready to
conquer all of your classes?
You are not alone if the answer
is not a bright-eyed and chipper exclamation of "yes."
Way back on the 25th of
August, Clemson students began their long trek on the exhausting and seemingly-endless journey through academic
enrichment. We have been continuing down this pathway,
tired, beaten, and worn, up until
the second week of November. Ahhh-finally the much anticipated break, the one that
gave us a whole whoppin two
days off from school!
While other schools both,
in and out of the state, at least

had off for Election Day in addition to other breaks, we had to
toil through more days of tests,
homework, and classes. Although one may argue that the
additional days spent in classes
will make us better students, the
opposite case can be effectively
argued also.
Many cases of sickness have
been raping the college campus
preventing one from using his/
her full potential while both inside of the classroom and out. In
fact, I am writing this column
from my dormitory room bedridden because of a severe case of
Mono. Unable to attend my
classes, the work from my heavy
semester course load continues
to pile up and overwhelm my
head.
A longer break or even another break before this one may
have alleviated some of the stress
on the students. Instead we were
forced to plug away and muddle
through yat another day of classes
and exams. Common expressions
heard throughout the campus
were "Oh, I wish it was Christmas Break!" or "I am sooo sick
of school!"
The worst part of all of this is
that after our Fall Break, the most
hectic part of the semester actually begins.
Immediately upon returning

to Clemson from Fall Break,
we had to sign up for spring
registration and meet with our
advisors to discuss course requirements. Then, crammed
into the short time period of a
week and three days, professors have been shoving last
minute tests and quizzes and
papers down our throats before our wonderful two-day
Thanksgiving Holiday.
For students who live out
of state, the short duration of
Thanksgiving Break is almost
more of a hindrance in trying
to fly or drive home and back
to school in four short days. Is
there any time to actually relax?
Then, as if that was not
enough to be highly concerned
about, we have to worry about
final exams beginning approximately ten school days
after our return from our
Thanksgiving festivities. I
suppose that our three weeks
and three days of Christmas
Vacation will make up for the
first semester, or at least get
us all energized for another
three months of school without a rest until our Spring
Break, which by the way does
not occur until the end of
March.
Happy stressing!

The Force still lives on
New trilogy
to be filmed
by Christopher Nixon
staff writer
Lucasfilm and Industrial Light
and Magic have been busy lately
bringing big movies to the big
screen, most recently, The Mask
and Forrest Gump. Much to the

photo courtesy Lucasfilm, Ltd.

Lucasfilm, Ltd. has confirmed that the Star Wars saga will be rereleased with enhanced visual effects in effort to drum up support for
the next trilogy, a prequel to the existing three.

delight of audiences everywhere,
the movies will not stop,there.
When the opening credits of
Star Wars rolled, everyone was
informed that it was actually
called "A New Hope," the fourth
in a series. The question every
fan asked was "Are there three
other movies that I missed?"
Now, in 1994, George Lucas
has begun work on three more
movies based on the Star Wars
universe. Many-questions have
again been raised '#hat will they
be about? Who will be cast in the
roles? MoSt importantly, when
will they be released? The answers to these questions were
answered last week by Lynne
Hale, Director of Public Relations at Lucasfilm Ltd.
Lucas has just started writing
the stories, already outlined in
his head. The new trilogy will be
a prequel to the original Star Wars
trilogy. The content of the story
will center on Obi-Wan Kenobi
and Anakin Skywalker, and the
conversion of Sky walker to Darth
Vader. The Clone Wars, of which
General Kenobi was a hero, the
rise of The Emperor to power
and the purge of the Jedi Knights
will probably also be included.
As for who will be cast in the
movie, no one knows,'for sure.
No casting has been done by
Lucasfilm, although many fans
have given their ideas. Most of
the rumors about the upcoming
trilogy involves casting. Many
people have put Kenneth Branagh
as Obi-Wan Kenobi and Sean
Connery as B ail Organa, but both
are merely rumor. Casting will
begin on completion of the
screenplays.
For the special effects, it is
expected, and confirmed by
Lucasfilm, that Silicon Graphics
Corporation will be used. Silicon
Graphics was responsible for the
effects seen in Jurassic Park, The
Mask and Forrest Gump.
May 1997 will mark the 20th
anniversary of a phenomenon that
sparked many imaginations.
Tentavely, the first installment
of the prequel .is due to be re-

leased then. Until then everyone
will only be able to wonder about
the movies—and have patience.

"Old" trilogy
re-releases
expected
I
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
Time-Out editor
In an effort to drum up support
for the upcoming prequel to the
Star Wars saga, Lucasfilm Ltd. is
planning to re-release the trilogy
(Star Wars, Empire and Jedi) in
the year prior to the release of the
new trilogy. The established three
(henceforth referred to as the trilogy) will have cleaned-up special effects. It is possible that
scenes which ended up on the
editing room floor before the
movies hit the screen will be restored to the re-releases, but
Lucasfilm, Ltd. was unable to
confirm or deny at press time.
The trilogy, a breakthrough in
movie-making technology for its
time, is still the standard by which
all space-fantasy movies are
judged. However, after twenty
years and the introduction of silicon graphics, the effects are beginning to show its age. Lucas,
the creative mind behind Star
Wars, wants to help keep the
trilogy as fresh as it was in its first
release. Thus, all theater copies
are out of circulation pending
their re-release.
Tentatively, Star Wars will be
released in Spring of 1996, with
The Empire Strikes Back being
released in the summer and Return of the Jedi following that
fall, carrying with it a trailer for
the first installment in the prequel.
In less than two years, the next
generation of moviegoers will be
able to see the trilogy that sent
the nation into a craze and catapulted George Lucas to immortality among the stars.
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Babylon 5: a creator's view of the future
J. Michael Straczynski, creator of TV's hottest new sci-fi epic, opens up
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
Time-Out editor

ics team, computer graphics team, visual
effects. I get final say on the editing of the
shows.

Babylon 5 (B5) is a science fiction
television series set on a space station in
the mid-23rd century. The series is now in
its second season which began the week of
October 24, 1994. Planned for a five year
run, it is syndicated to stations across the
USA and internationally via Prime Time
Entertainment network.
The show was created by J. Michael
Straczynski, commonly referred to as JMS
by his fans on the Internet, who is coexecutive producer on the show along
with Doug Netter. It has been in development since 1987, the last few years with
Warner Bros. Hailed for its more metaphysical plots and award-winning special
effects, it delves deeper into the minds of
its characters than any other show in the
genre, revealing part of a larger mystery
bit by bit every week.
JMS speaks out here about the developing overall storyline and his role on the
set of Babylon 5.

T-O: How is the B5 story going to be
told?

T-O: What do you do on the B5 set?
JMS: What do I do exactly? Aside from
writing my own scripts, I assign stories to
other writers and select those writers to
work with. I'm also involved in every
single stage of the series production, minus any notes from the studio, Doug
(Netter) and I have final say over every
aspect of the series.
I do casting, work with the art directors
on graphics, approve and work with the
set designers, wardrobe people, prosthet-

JMS: I've constructed the B5 writing
scenario more or less as follows: each
episode will be able to stand alone. If you
come in on season two, without having
seen anything else, you'll be able to get
into it. Questions asked i n the course of an
episode or a season will be answered in
that episode or season. But...if you continue to watch the show, then over time a
story on a much larger scale will begin to
emerge.
T-O: If B5 is a five-year arc, as you
call it, will viewers be lost if they miss
some episodes?
JMS: Episodes will resolve themselves.
You don't have to watch every episode.
Hell, if I do this right—and this is one hell
of a hat trick when it comes to structure—
you can even watch them out of order,
within a season, and still follow what's
going on. The trick is to make it so that if
something slips past, the viewer doesn't
trip over it.
Telling people "This is a five year arc"
can be more destructive than constructive; it might lead people to think that they
need to commit five years of their lives to
get the whole story, and it's hard to get
people to commit to even one ten-hour
miniseries. You can watch any part you
want, and get a good, solid, independently
enjoyable hour-show out of it. You can

come in at any point you want. The key is
that the more you watch, the more you will
pick up on the nuances and the threads
we're going to be playing with.
T-O: What happens to B5 if something bad happens to you three years
into the story arc?

have anything to say about it (and I do). If
something else follows, we'll see what
that is, but it won't be the same series, or
the same title, or really the same characters.
Barring that very distant possibility, at
the end of the five year arc, I take a very,
very, VERY long nap...
see B5, page 5B

JMS: After a. cursory examination, the death is ruled
an act of God, which is the
ultimate insult to an atheist.
Then they stick a big.needle in
one arm, and in my heel, and
embalm what's left of me.
Then there's a service. All of
my friends come...Next they
plant me-1 lay there for a whi le,
gradually coming to the realization that when they stuck
me in'this crummy suit, they
yanked the pants into my butt
and now I have to go through
all eternity with a snuggie. In
time I get really annoyed by
this, my essence rises up out of
the coffin and haunts you for
the rest of your natural life!
Or, put another way, if you
want to see the end of the story,
it's in your vested interest to
keep my ass alive for the next
4 years.
T-O: Any chance of extending beyond five years?

photo courtesy Warner Bros.

JMS: What happens at the
end of the five year arc? The
Babylon 5 series ends...if I

Babylon 5, TV's exciting new space
series, can be seen in the upstate on
Fo"x 21 Sundays at 10 p.m.

UPCOMING
PROGRAMS & ACTIVITIES
Films Si Video Committee presents the
following movies at the Y - Theater:
(Movie showings begin at 7:00 and 9:15p.m.)

Outdoor Recreation
December 3—come shopping with us in Commerce,
GA. Cost is only $3. Deadline is Dec. 2 and space is
limited so sign up now at the Union Information Desk!
December 10—join us for the daytime Christmas tour
of Biltmore Estates. Cost is $17/students and $22/
faculty & staff. Space is limited. Sign up at theUnion
Information Desk before Dec. 7 deadline! J^T

Nov. 18, 19, 20—7 & 9:15
True Lies
Nov. 25, 26, 27—No Movies. Happy Thanksgiving!
All 7:00 p.m. shows are now 2 For the Price of 1! Come with a
friend and you each save $1; come by yourself and you still pay
$2. Bring A Friend It's A Better Deal!

Minority Activities Committee (MAC)
Vendor's Market—Ethnic Literature from the Pendleton Bookmobile.
December 1 & 2 in the Loggia. Come do some holiday shopping early!
The Color Purple in the Y-theater, December 8.

Union Board
Battle of the Bands! Friday, December 2 in Edgar's Nightclub. All
proceeds to benefit the Clemson University United Way Campaign.
Look for more information in the coming weeks regarding what bands
will be competing for prizes

Upcoming Short Courses
(Please note deadlines to sign up.)
Deadline
Event
November 18
Ballroom Dancing,
Intermediate Shagging.
Beginning Shagging
November 28
Community First Aid & Safety
Sign up at the Information Desk in the Loggia of the
University Union. Limited spaces available. Visa, MC
& Tigerstripe accepted.

Edgar's Entertainment
Friday, Nov. 18, 10 p.m., Shrunken Head, $2.00.

Games Area
November Specials
Early Bird Special—From 10 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. the Games
Area is offering a 25* off special on bowling, shoe rentals and
pool. Pool will be $2.55 per hour, bowling just $1.00 a game
and shoe rentals only 25*. Offer good only Mondays-Fridays
and ends November 30.
Stoiewise Savings—Small soda and bag of chips only $1.00,
large soda and bag of chips only $1.25—any time of the day!
Offer good on fountain drinks only.

For more information about these Union programs and activities, please stop by room 706 in the University Union or call us at 656-5827!
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Another
Trek
ahead
by Jack Nodine
staff writer
This January will mark
the launch of the newest Star
Trek starship, the USS Voyager. Although set in the
same time period as The Next
Generation and Deep Space
Nine, don't expect to see actors from either of those
shows transporting in for
guest appearances. The Voyager is caught in an unexplained phenomena which
hurtles it and another ship
across the galaxy far from
Federation space. The crews
of both ships must work together to try and find a way
back to known space. But,
being Starfleet personnel,
they cannot possibly give up
this chance to explore where
no one has gone before.
For the first time in Trek
history, a woman has been
cast in the lead role. Kate
Mulgrew has been cast in the
part of Captain Kathryn
Janeway. Reports from the
set say that Mulgrew has
firmly established herself in
the role. Mulgrew said in a
recent interview, "I was
transported to a state of such
happiness when I walked on
the set. I wouldn' t even mind
going bald for the part."
Along with Mulgrew
there will be eight other leading actors around which tbe
story lines will revolve. The
first officers position is fi lied
by Chakotay, a Native
American, played by Robert
Beltrane. Robert Duncan
McNeil plays Tom Paris, a
lieutenant who owes his career to Janeway. The first
recurring Vulcan character
on a Star Trek series since
Spock is Tuvok, played by
Tim Russ.
Harry Kim (Garrett
Wang) is the ops/communication officer just out of
Starfleet. Chief engineer is
B'elanna Tcres, a half human half Klingon played by
Roxann Biggs-Dawson.
Voyager picks up an alien
couple, Neelix (Ethan
Phillips) and Kes (Jennifer
Lien). Neelix is the ship's
guide/cook/handyman and
his wife is of the Ocampa
species (a species with a life
span of nine years). The final
character on the show isn't
even alive; he is holographic
figure Doc Zimmerman
(Robert Picardo), the ship's
medical program appearing
in human form.
Production on Star Trek:
Voyager is proceeding at
warp speed and the show is
scheduled to debut on the
United/Paramount network
January 1995. Whether
you're a Star Trek fan or not
this show sounds as though it
will have something to interest everyone.

Star Trek 7 unites generations
by Shane Roach
staff writer
When Paramount Pictures'
newest chapter in the Star Trek
saga opens this weekend, Trekkers everywhere will see a picture of transitions. Star Trek: Generations marks the last appearance by members of the original
cast, and sets the stage for future
feature films in the timeline of
The Next Generation, Deep Space
Nine, and the upcoming Voyager. There will be new characters, developments in current
ones, and the final stand for one
central figure.
Generations opens with the
now-retired James T. Kirk ,
Scotty and Chekov along for the
ride as the newly-christened
U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-B
takes her maiden voyage. With
some of the defensive systems
not yet installed, the new ship is
faced with difficult odds when
she answers a distress call.
Two transport ships carrying
refugees of the Al-Aurian war
with the Borg are about to be
destroyed. Quick thinking on the
part of the old-timers allows some
of the refugees to be saved, but
not without a cost. Just as the
Enterprise prepares to leave the
scene, it's hit hard by a blast from
the disturbance.
Seventy-eight years later,
aboard the Enterprise-D the
bridge officers are engaged in a
ceremony honoring one of their
own. After the festivities, the android Lt. Commander Data is
frustrated by his continuing inability to learn and comprehend
the human emotions he so desperately longs for. The time is
right, he decides, to install the
chip that will give him emotion.
Doctor Soran, (Malcom
McDowell) a mad-scientist type
is bent on getting back into the
disturbance created years ago,
now known as the Nexus. He has
developed a weapon of truly astounding capability, and plans to

use it to influence the Nexus's
path so that it comes to his
planet.
Soran's weapon is more
devastating than anything in
the universe, so the Enterprise
must act to stop him. When
the Nexus's time-stopping
characteristics allow the notreally-dead Kirk to join Picard
and the Enterprise-D, the stage
is set for a rousing finale that
might even provide an answer
to the "Who is the better captain" question.
Star Trek: Generations
may not pass the cinematic
torch in the same way that
some people wanted it to, with

the movie split roughly
half-and-half between
the old and new crews,
but it should please and
entertain folks, of all
kinds, from casual
Trek fans to diehard,
compulsive Trekkies.
Almost all of the production staff from The
Next Generation returns for the movie.
Seven years of experience combined with
the time and money
only available to feature-film crews will
show up well on the
big screen.

Old meets new
IS.

photo courtesy Paramount.viacom.com

Generations collide, bringing m
Captains Kirk and Picard together in the latest Star Trek.
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You are invited...
Experience the Magic of the Holidays willi Music!!
Clemson University offers four FREE concerts
performed by its student ensembles:
Chamber Orchestra featuring Ms. Mimi Wyche
Tuesday, November 22, 1994
Music from the stage is the theme for this concert of works from opera, operetta, and
musicals. Special appearance by the University Chorus.
Choral Ensembles
Thursday, December 1, 1994
Enjoy the Clemson University Chamber Singers, University Chorus, Women's & Men's
Glee and the "CU After Six" Singers performing a variety of music from holiday to jazz &
spirituals to pop.
jazz Ensemble
Friday, December 2, 1994
Traditional and contemporary big band sounds from the Clemson University Jazz Ensemble
are featured in this special concert.
Symphonic Band
Tuesday, December 6, 1994
A special holiday concert closes out the fall semester. "Russian Christmas Music" and
"Sleigh Ride" highlight this crowd pleasing concert.

All curtain times are 8:00 p.m. at the Brooks Theatre
Call 803/656-7787 for further information

May your holidays be filled with music!

Surprise the folks at home
with a little bit of
Clemson University tradition.
They'll appreciate your thoughtfulness.

A Dollar OFF
tQlmsoti
AORICW.TIHUL PRODUCTS
•ALESCfNTIR

l_

a Wheel of
^p| ■
Clemson Blue Cheese
at the Agricultural Products Sales Center
in Newman Hall.
Expires: 12-30-94

One Coupon
Per Wheel!
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B5: future of sci-fi Farris to jam in
phantom lot
continued from 3B

T-O: What can we expect in
the second season?

JMS: The overall title for season two is "The Coming of Shadows." This season's last episode
will not be a cliffhanger per se,
but will, like "Chrysalis," just
escalate the hell out of the show.
T-O: There is a major
change this season, in that you
have replaced the lead character with a new commander on
the station. Can you tell some
more about this change?
JMS: The new Commanding
Officer for B5 is Captain John
Sheridan, former captain of the
Earthforce military starship
Agamemmnon. Sheridan will be
portrayed by the well-regarded
actor Bruce Boxleitner, known
to many as the series lead in
Scarecrow and Mrs. King. He is
also a solid SF fan, and is very
excited about coming onto the
B5 team. We're equally excited
to have him.
Sinclair isn't gone permanently. He is being moved off the
chessboard for a time, allowing
us to broaden out the story, and
give Michael the chance to pursue some interests of his own in
the meantime. Sinclair will return from time to time as the
story requires.
T-O: You also have DC
Comics planning to continue
the story arc. What can you say
about this deal?
JMS: The first four issues of
the B5 comic will not be about
the new Captain. They will be
about Sinclair—where he is,
where he has gone and what he is
doing. Since at this point it would
be hideously expensive to show
that in the series, we're doing it in
thecomic and we will continue to
do it from time to time in the
comic and in occasional shots in
the series.
T-O: How are alien languages dealt with in B51
JMS: If you're going to
America from Russia as an am-

bassador, you're expected to
know English fluently. B5 is
funded by (mostly) and operated
by Earth, and English is more or
less the dominant language.
Hence they know it well enough
to communicate with us.
As in WWII movies, the Germans are obviously talking to
each other in German, but we
hear it in English. The only other
alternative is to subtitle whole
lengthy segments of the show,
which is both unworkable, awkward, and unfair to blind viewers.
T-O: How do you tie religion into the story?

JMS: I' m an atheist, but that's
just me. If you look at the long
history of human society,
religion...has always been
present, and it will be present 200
years from now. That may not
thril 1 me, bu t when one is a wri ter,
one must deal with realities, and
that's one of them. To totally
ignore that part of the human
equation would be as false and
wrong-headed as ignoring the fact
that people get mad, or passionate, or strive for better lives.
So we do deal with the questions of religion, and spirituality,
and their definitions, without
being abusive.
T-O: Do you try to be politically correct?
JMS: I take great joy in being
politically incorrect at every possible opportunity. I believe in the
motto someone at the BBC once
voice: "There are some people
we want to offend."
Babylon 5 can be seen in the
upstate on Fox 21 Sundays at 10
p.m. JMS spends regular time on
the Internet (newsgroup
rec.arts. sf. 1 v. babylon5) discussing B5 with viewers and offering
credible information about its
development. This interview was
created from a compilation of
answers to questions asked of
JMS across the life of the B5
project. All answers are copyright 1992, 1993 and 1994 J.
Michael Straczynski and are used
by permission.

DO YOU NEED TO MAKE
A COLLECT CALL?
SAVE YOUR FRIENDS & FAMILY MONEY
WHEN YOU CALL THEM COLLECT:

DIAL- 1-800-97 CHEAP
AND PAY ONLY $1.50 FOR CONNECTION
AND $.22 PER MINUTE
LOWEST RATES IN THE U.S.A.

by David Baker
staff writer
Dionne Farris, formerly a"
member of Arrested Development, will be playing in the Phantom Lot next week as part of
Vibe Magazine's ViberideTour.
You may recognize Farris's
ethereal voice as the one that
drives the chorus on the Grammy
winning single, "Tennessee."
After childhood performances in
school and community choirs,
Dionne Farris moved to Atlanta
in 1990 and began working on
projects with Jermaine Dupri,
TLC and El Debarge. She then
became the featured vocalist of
Arrested Development, and a vital part of the success of their first
album.
She recently said in Rolling
Stone, "Although I had the experience of being in Arrested Development, I was cushioned. I
wasn't in the pressure seat...I
had to move on."
After her departure from the
group, 25 year-old Dionne Farris
put together her debut solo album, Wild Seed-Wild Flower.
The songs on the album were
created by using a mixture of
funk, soul, jazz, rock and blues,
and feature lyrics touching on
such issues as sexual abuse.
Farris is pleased with her work,
commenting, "Every artist has
their own unique voice. If you' re
true to that voice, hopefully you' 11
give the audience something that
will touch them."
The Viberide Tour is sponsored exclusively by Discover
Card, and is part of Discover
Card's efforts to touch base with
today's college students. John

Rollins, Publisher of Vibe, says,
"Othercompanies have been slow
to react to the powerful consumer
category represented by hip hop
listeners, which extends beyond
the stereotypical image of urban
rap culture." Much of Viberide's
appeal to students is the truck
itself, which is a full-size semitrailer truck decorated with artwork by Vibe artists.
Viberide will be in the Phantom lot in front of the Union on
November 21 and 22. The music
of Dionne Fairis will be featured
at4:30p.m., and there is no charge
for the event.

Chor^LTS
continued from IB
The Men's Glee will perform
several pieces, varying from the
comical to the spiritual. The CU
After Six Singers will sing jazz
and popular works at the conclusion of the main concert in the
lobby of the Brooks Theatre.
African influences will take
the stage as the Chamber Singers
perform songs such as "O Sinfuni
Mungu." The Chamber Singers'
program also includes both talented soloists and percussionists
for added variety.
The Concert begins at 8 p.m.
in the Brooks Center main theatre on Dec. 1. Admission is free
to all.

A+RENTS

-ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

LIVING ROOM
SOFAS
LOVESEATS
CHAIRS
TABLES
LAMPS
RECLINERS

BEDROOM
BEDS: TWIN, FULL,
QUEEN
DRESSERS
MIRRORS CHESTS
NITESTANDS

APPLIANCES
WASHERS
DRYERS
MICROWAVES
SM. FRIDGES

ELECTRONICS
TVs-VCRs
STEREOS
CAMCORDERS
PHONES
ALSO
ENTERTAINMENT CTRS
BOOKCASES

DINETTES
DESKS

654-4344

646-5705

654-4339

♦ Three Bedroom Townhouses $625.00 Excellent Condition. 1200 sq. ft.
energy efficient unit with 2 baths, living room, dining room with patio,
kitchen with refrigerator, stove, dishwater, washer/dryer connections.
Central heat & air and two-hour fire walls betweem each unit.
W Two Bedroom Townhouses $510.00 Excellent Condition. 1064 sq. ft.
energy efficient unit with 1.5 baths, living room, dining room with patio,
kitchen with refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, washer/dryer connections,
central heat & air and two-hour fire walls between each unit.
♦ Two Bedroom Flats $485.00 Excellent Condition. 864 sq. ft. energy
efficient unti with 2 baths, eat-in kitchen with refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, living room with ceiling fan, carpet, central heat & air and
washer/dryer connections.
♦ Two Bedroom Flats $345.00 Excellent Condition. 800 sq. ft. energy
efficient unit with 1 bath, kitchen with refrigerator and stove, carpet, electric
heat & air and new floor coverings.
♦ Two Bedroom Townhouse $425.00 (Located on Charleston Avenue) 960 sq.
ft. energy efficient unit with 1.5 baths, living room, kitchen with refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, pantry, washer/dryer connections, carpet, attic storage
and central heat & air

Golden Woods Plaza
Single Semester Leases Available
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CU Orchestra
plays fall show
by Amy Hinsley
staff writer
The fall concert of the Clemson Un i versity Chamber Orchestra will be on Tuesday, Nov. 22 at
8 p.m. in the Brooks Center auditorium. Mimi Wyche, a well
known singer, actress, and comedian from Greenville, will be
accompanying the orchestra with
her strong and captivating vocals. The program, directed by
Andrew Levin, will feature a variety of music from operas, operettas and musicals.
The Clemson University
String Quartet, a student scholarship ensemble, will also be playing. Sounds from the opera
Carmen and the popular musical
Showboat will resonate beautifully in the new Brooks Center
auditorium. Most of the music
played is fun music that would be

Stargate
MGM

by Shane Roach
staff critic
Just how did the ancient Egyptians build those pyramids anyway? No one knows for sure, but
there are dozens of theories
around, including a few involving visits from extraterrestrials.
Stargate is an awesome new science fiction adventure based on
such a possibility.
In the 1920s, a mysterious giant ring was unearthed in, Egypt.
Years of study have revealed that
the object, made of metals found
nowhere on Earth, is a space travel
device. When certain symbols
around the device are activated,
it opens an interstellar portal
through which people and machines can travel instantaneously
across the stars.
Enter Daniel Jackson (James
Spader), an expert in ancient
Egyptian linguistics. Jackson is
recruited by the now-elderely
daughter of the man who excavated the object, and stumbles
upon the solution. He decodes
the symbols, and the Stargate
opens with a thunderous quaking. Jackson joins the unit commanded by Lt. Jack O' Neill (Kurt
Russell) on their trip through the
Stargate to investigate what opportunity awaits on the other side..
On the distant planet Abados,
Jackson and O'Neill find hospitality in a group of admiring villagers and a deadly threat in an
alien creature (Jaye Davidson)
with a strange history. Long ago,
it traveled to Earth in a quest for
immortality and was set up by
the Egyptians as Ra, god of the
sun. Jackson makes discoveries
that lead to battle between Ra's
high-tech troops and the combined villager/soldier forces.

recognizable even to those who
have no background in classical
music.
The CU Chamber Orchestra
is a college community orchestra
comprised not only of university
students, but Clemson faculty,
staff and even a few high school
students.
The show will end with a powerful piece utilizing lots of brass
instruments. Levin suggests it
will undoubtedly tip the Richter
scale at least as much as any rock
concert could.
Now that Clemson has an auditorium suitable for an honorable orchestra performance and a
full orchestra prepared to perform this timeless music, it is
easy to forget, and utterly unbelievable, that the performance is
free to all. Take advantage of this
opportunity to enjoy high quality
entertainment and music at the
Brooks Center.
Stargate has a good story that
flows nicely and keeps the audience guessing. The mix of history, fantasy and action even
gives it a bit of an Indiana Jones
feel that raises the fun quotient a
notch or two. The photography
in the desert scenes, especially
the final battle, is excellent. The
special effects, supervised by Kit
West (Dune, Return of the Jedi),
are first-rate. The computer-generated effects even look belie vably realistic. David Arnold's first
musical score is fantastic, featuring a powerful orchestra backed
up by a sixty-five member choir.
Though it would be easy for
any movie to get lost in the current shuffle of vampires, mad
scientists, and starship captains,
Stargate is entertaining and compelling enough to merit a look
whether some of the other blockbusters are sold out or not.
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David Halley
• David Wilcox

• Staircase
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CHARACTERS, G'VILLE

TILLMAN AUDITORIUM

• Shrunken Head

Sun, Nov. 20
Fri, Nov. 25

EDGAR'S

• D.S.F. Earth
Corps
BACKSTREETS

• Rocky Horror
Picture Show
Y-THEATRE
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•London
Chamber
Orchestra

• Seconds Flat
release party
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HANDLEBAR, G'VILLE

Mon, Nov. 21
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SENECA PUBLIC LIBRARY

Sat, Nov. 26
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Wirtz
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Shakers
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• Fall Frenzy
G'VILLE ZOO

• Breed Show,
Pigeon Show
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• The Secret
Garden
• Big Fish
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GOT A SUBMISSION FOR THE COMMUNITY CALENDAR?

656-0986 OR E-MAIL

CALL CLATOR OR TARA AT

TIMEOUT@HUBCAP.CLEMSON.EDU.

This
# 654-1670
COLLEGE AVE. • #654-16;
Movie Info Line 654-1670 or 654-3230
(iift Certificates Available

Weekend
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FROM ZERO TO HERO

Feature Schedule For Fri., Nov. 18 Thru Nov. 24
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New Computer Box Office! • Advance Tickets • Purchase In Advance for No Wait!

Free Gift 1st 100 people each show Fri., Sat., ft Sun.

00OQ.DO IT AGAIN!"
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LIONKING

Friday
Saturday
Sunday
& 9:15 p.m.
Only $2

Sat, Sun., Wed., Thut 1:00,3:00,5:00,7:00,8:45; Fri., Mon., Tue. 7:00,8:45

with

Live

Friday
Saturday
Midnight
$2
Shadow Cast

Actors

You may bring rice, water guns, bread, and flashlights
No bookbags or lighters will be allowed in the theater.
Thank you for your cooperation!

We take Tiger Stripe!
Lowest Priced Concessions in the Areal
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D.S.F. Earth ^
Corps CD release
by Larry Barthelemy IV

sr. staff photographer

,-upstate events, live musie and fine arts..
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jmbles
s

T«e, Dec. 6
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Sat, Jan. 7

• CU Symphonic
Band

• Travis Tritt

• Antarctic
Adventure

CENTER

BROOKS CENTER

>ec. 2

• George
Thorogood

*

CHARACTERS, G'VILLE

tristmas
ai;ol

reek Band
>WN TAVERN

resemble
s

CENTER

• Clear And
Present Danger
Y-THEATRE

Wed, Dec. 7
• The Gospel of
Luke

Sat, Dec. 10

(OPENING NIGHT)

• Holiday party
for children

THE WAREHOUSE THEATRE,

G'VILLE MUSEUM OF ART

G'VILLE

• Tree Lighting

ie Lies
HEATRE

Dec. S
gjad Cavy
Show
MAIN. ARENA

CARILLON GARDEN

1^huty Dec. 8

• The Nutcracker,
Greenville Ballet

• A Christmas
Carol
(OPENING NIGHT)

G'VILLE ZOO

Thar, Jan. 12

• Sixteen Candles
Y-THEATRE

SIG NIGHT)
N PLAYHOUSE

LITTLEJOHN COLISEUM

BROOKS CENTER

• Boys Choir Of
Harlem
PEACE CENTER, G'VILLE

Thur, Jan. 19
• Our Country's
Good

G'VILLE

Fri, Jan. 20
• The Crucible

•Capt. Cook&
The Coconuts

• Aaron Tipin

TIGER TOWN TAVERN

AUDITORIUM

G'VILLE MEMORIAL

Come To The Canteen

W#KERY!
Entrees
Stir-Fried Vegetables (3 oz.)
Egg Roll
Egg Roll (2)
Beef or Pork Fried Rice
Small
Large

$3.49
1.29
99
1.75
1.99
3.50

Beginning
Monday, November 14,1994
In The Canteen

D.S.F. previously released a
six song EP titled Petals and
Spores. This was produced on
their own label N. Y.O.B. records.
They are presently performing
tours within ten states. D.S.F.'s
new release will be sent to over
fifty radio stations in the U.S.
and England.
Go watch them groove at
Backstreets tonight. And for future enjoyment, D.S.F, Earth
Corps' new release Life It's a
Wonderful Occasion will be
available in Clemson stores soon.

Tonight at Edgar's

(OPENING NIGHT)
THE WAREHOUSE THEATRE,

Sat, Dec. 51

G'VILLE LITTLE THEATRE

D.S.F Earth Corps will be having a CD release party at
Backstreets tonight. This band,
from Chapel Hill, N.C., will be
releasing their debut full album,
Life it's a Wonderful Occasion.
D.S.F creates a funk sound that
mixes "backwoods mountain
style blue grass" with the Grateful Dead.
D.S.F stands for "Driven'
Skankin' Funk," and with this
band you will definitely get the
funk. Sometimes you even hear
the likes of Anthony Keidis (Red
Hot Chili Peppers) on vocals.
Something spectacular about
this band is that they performed
sets of mostly original stuff since
their very first gig. The only covers they did try to reproduce were
the legendary sounds of Jimi
Hendrix and thos$ of Stevie Ray
Vaughn.

(OPENING NIGHT)
PENDLETON PLAYHOUSE

by L. Clator Butler, Jr

Time-Out editor
Shrunken Head, recording artists on November Records, out
of Atlanta, will be in Edgar's tonight in one of the many options
available for entertainment on
Gamecocfcpve.
The band is currently tourning
the Southeast in support of their
second release Abnormelody and
will reprise their show Saturday
night at Gargoyle in Greenville.
They have been regarded as a

We can't let
those chickens
touch it!
Twenty-three
groups will be
guarding Howard's
Rock from 5:00
p.m. Friday until
game time

Saturday
Come by and
support them in
their valiant
efforts!

cross between R.E.M. and Nirvana with their honest approach
to rock and roll. Front-man Jul ian
Phillips cites the importance of
his band-mates as the reason for
that honesty; "Every person has
their say. Everybody is a fourth
of the whole one-hundred-percent of Shrunken Head."
Drummer Alex Pilson adds,
"We have come together and
evolved into a new creation, ready
to travel untraveled roads." Those
roads, in a literal sense, are leading them all about the Southeast,
stopping off for a visit tonight.
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What? You don't have it yet?
]{ suits our high standards.
Sorta kinda groovyish.
Die-hard fans might like it.
Don't waste your money.

and concerns for glam-rock, so
too Engine Alley have a distinct
lack of originality. They could
have drawn from Irish folk music
and achieved better results.
The reason is not hard to find—
Canice uses violin flips instead
of Irish strings, so there is not
much scope for good music with
their sweeping and seamy songs.
It is just pop stuff which puts you
to sleep. They even think "Spare
Me" has a great Middle Eastern
sound. No way.
What can one expect in a band
which cites The Jam and The
Beatles as favorites but think of
themselves as punk. Is anybody's
guess. They are too confuged
about their style.

Box Set

Morrissey.
Pulp's previous albums, It,
Freaks, and Separations all
lacked satisfaction from Cocker.
He feels that His 'N' Hers is the
first proper album they produced.
The whole album is very good,
reminiscent of 80s alternative,
while others hear a little Nick
Cave sound in the band. The most
appealing songs on the album are
"Acrylic Afternoons" and "She's
a Lady." "Acrylic Afternoons" is
a fast paced love tune that lets
Cocker show what his voice can
do, and "She's a Lady" is a ballad
see MORE, page 9B

We have an on-line
address now!

Engine Alley
Engine Alley

Wool

here in the states.
Despite getting much acclaim
in Britain, Pulp is still relatively
unknown to the rest of the world,
but their sound is one that should
be recognized. Their sounds include high pitched male vocals
by Jarvis Cocker, bass guitar by
Steve Mackey, guitar and violin
by Russell Senior, keyboards by
Candida Doyle and drums by
Nick Banks-. Cocker is the sure
leader of the band; he guides Pulp
to places they could have never
reached without his great voice
and style. Cocker has been compared to such English songwriters
as Ray Davies and the great

Pulp

ISLAND RECORDS

His 'AT Hers

Let us know through e-mail:

ISLAND RECORDS

by Dan Winans
staff critic
First off, no, it's not really a
box set. Singer Peter Stahl laughs
as he calls Box Set "a comprehensive look at Wool's long career." Wool put out their debut,
Budspawn,in 1992, and they have
released two indie singles, "Little
Darlin' " and "SOS." Box Set is
not a compilation, it's just a new
album. Get it?
Box Set contains eleven tracks
that have very little in common.
The types of music range from
the comical spat of jazz in "Eat
Some Ziti" to a very punk "Kill
The Crow" to a great cover of
Gregg Allman's "God Rest His
Soul," a solemn tribute to Martin
Luther King, Jr. Each song exhibits the same deliberate, soulful guitar talent of Franz Stahl
and powerful drumming by Chris
Bratton. Bassist Al Bloch supports the band throughout with
rich basslines to complement the
band's skillfulness.
The band concentrates on writing about what they believe, and
a great deal of their songs come
from relaxed jam sessions rather
than tedious songwriting. Their
former band Scream split up when
drummer Dave Grohl went on to
join Nirvana in 1990.
After touring for a while, Wool
went back to Mendoci no to record
an album with the help of Tom
Rothrock and Rob Schnapf.
Here's what they came up with:
Box Set. It's a refined, diverse
collection of a great four-man
talent. Not the Fab-Four. Not a
box set. Wool.

by Chris Chambers
staff critic
Engine Alley (Canice and
Brian Kenealy, Eamonn Byrne
and Emmaline Duffy-Fallon) are
originally from Kilkenny, Ireland, but moved to Dublin in the
late '80s.
Just as U2 band members have
sold out to the commercialized
music industry to leave their roots

Larry K. Barthelemy IV
sr. staff photographer
Pulp is an English band that
produces a fast, English, popalternative sound. There is a difference between American and
English alternative. Most English music is alternative, but it
is more upbeat and musical than

ANNOUNCING
Rose Hill Villas
Final Phase
Pre-built sales price

$89,000

Only 7 Units Available

Would you
support a
student driven,
university wide
honor code?

Three bedroom units with 2.5 baths, sun deck, double
garage overlooking university property.

send it to us at:

"The Place to Live in Clemson"
Call for Information
654-4339
654-4344
Ask for Scott Newton

FOR SALE
Golden Woods
Quadraplex
$135,000...Located on Charleston Ave.
Dual Triplexes....$160,000...Located on Old Central Rd.
Townhouse
$49,500 Located at 908 Georgetown St.
1064 sq. ft. energy efficient unit with 1.5 baths, kitchen
with refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, disposal,
washer/dryer connections, big bar, dining room with
casablanca fan, deck with privacy walls, living room,
carpet, central heat & air and two-hour fire walls.

Do You Want Gtedlt Cards?
Now you can have the most recognized
credit card in the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
MasterCard® the credit card you
deserve and need Tor— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—GAS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!

WP^ffl?Ek

SEND THE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

STUGOV@CLEMSON
Feel free to write about 1^=1
any additional concerns
you may have.

UNI-CARD,BOX 220645,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022
■L lEk^S I want'MASTERCARD* Immediately.
100% GUARANTEED!

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE—ZIP

CITY
STUDENT?

Yes

No

S.S.#

SIGNATURE
NOTE: MasterCard Is a registered trademark of MasterCard Internal lonoL Inc.

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY
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More
music

continued from 8B

that leaves you singing the chorus all day long.
Pulp has expanded its horizons, and soon the band will be
making it big on the radio. It
might not be this album, but this
veteran band will eventually
make an album that will be recognized by the world.

Various Artists
Burning for Buddy: A
Tribute to the Music of
Buddy Rich
ANTHEM RECORDS

&$$$$
by L. Clator Butler, Jr.
Time-Out editor
Hot spots: "Cotton Tail,"
"Dancing Men"
Bottom line: Jazz and big band
is revisited by rock's most influential drummers.

Perhaps the most influential
drummer in modern rock is Neil
Peart, famed for his work with
Rush. Yet, ask him what it feels
like to be the greatest drummer
ever and he will modestly reply,
"Ask Buddy Rich."
Peart has assembled a troupe
of modern drummers in an attempt to preserve big band music. This collaboration, released
on Rush's private label, Anthem,
marks a fusion between old and
new. Peart's first attempt at solo
producing shines through as if it
is more than the mere side project
to which he casually refers.
Peart began the project three
years ago, when asked to perform for the Buddy Rich Memorial Scholarship Concert. Two
Rush albums later, he found his
way back to the Buddy Rich
project. Peart recounts, "When I
found out that Geddy [Lee, of
Rush] and his wife were expecting a 'blessed event,' I started
thinking about what I might do
with this sudden block of free
time—because the tour had been
scheduled to go until the end of
June, and suddenly we were finishing at the beginning of May
instead. Ever since I performed
live with the Buddy Rich band...
I had been wanting another
chance to play some big-band
music, and this seemed the perfect time. So I contacted Cathy
Rich, Buddy's daughter, and together we started putting together
the ideas, and the suggestions for
guest drummers."
On choosing drummers, he
states, "the drummers were chosen with that certain style in mind.
We were looking for a certain
excellence...the drummers had
to be able to play this kind of
music, in all its complexity and

technical demands."
Nearly all of the music on this
tribute was taken from Rich's
repertoire, which spans forty
years, allowing plenty of stylistic range from which to choose.
Some other featured drummers
on the album are: Steve Smith
(Journey), Omar Hakim (Sting),
MattSorum (Guns'n'Roses), and
Bill Bruford (Yes, King Crimson).

gangsta at all... that's ignorance
more or less." This attitude can
be felt all over the album, especially in songs like the title track,
"Return of the -Hip Hop Freak,"
"Doin' Our Own Thang," "Old to
the New," and "No Bones Remix," which is possibly"the hippest track. Anyone who is a fan
of good grooves to hang out on
the block or to bump and grind to
should give this a listen.
The duo was and still is being
influenced by some of rap's
deffest originals, one'of which
appears on the album. Slick Rick
got his first chance in 3 years to
record, and he took full advantage of that to help them turn out
a really happening tune, "Let's
All Get Down". Remember,
"When the ball bounces, mere's
no bones in ice cream."

Nice and Smooth
Jewel of the Nile
RUSH ASSOCIATED LABELS

By Birma Gainor
staff critic

Smoke
Greg Nice and Smooth B have
done it again. Jewel of the Nile is
the new release from the duo,
who have been relatively quiet
for the past few years on the hip
hop scene. The new album is
phat to say the least. According
to the recording duo, "The new
album speaks for itself."
This album is noticeably lacking in the hard gansta image that
most rappers coming out seem tp
see as an absolute necessity for
making any sales at all. From the
duo: "I feel no need for coming

Heaven on a Popsicle
Stick
LONG PLAY RECORDS

by Caroline Weathers
staff critic
Imagine, just for a moment,
that old hickory tree roots could
sing. Most likely, their voices

would strongly re
semble the dry,
throaty tone of Benjamin, lead
vocalist for the Atlanta band
Smoke. This is not a bad thing,
but it does give the group a rather
rough and curious sound.
. Smoke consists of five members: Benjamin, Tim Campion
(drums), Brian Halloran (cello),
Coleman Lewis (guitar) and Bill
Taft (cornet and banjo). It began
in 1992, not long after two of
Taft's bandmates were killed in
a car accident. Since then, Smoke
has constructed a southern-fried,
folky, melancholy sound, complete with frequent delves into
Buddhist philosophy and good
old American apathy.
Being labeled as such, however, does not restrict these guys.
The opening track, "Hole," uses
cello, drums and cornet to create
a thick Arabian melody that is
coupled with the chanted chorus,
"I fell asleep/I fell in love/And
then I fell/Into a hole." Moving
on, "Awake" begins with an
early-'80s-ballad sound, disrupted by thoughts on "cheese
toast and espresso blend."
While several of Smoke's
songs are somewhat dark and
despairing, their irony and odd
sense of humor usually carry
them. Benjamin does not believe
that seeing only the positive side
of life can make your existence a
full one; you must be brought
down at times in order to enrich
your time on earth. Smoke's album is not for those who enjoy
cute little ditties or suffocatingly
happy rock, but rather it's for
those who enjoy occasionally
thought-provoking words and
grooving5 rasp.
see MUSIC, page 10B

For about a dollar a day*
both will give you the power you need to
survive this semester.
Only $3300a month*

*mm
Macintosh Performs' 636CD
8MB RAM/250MBhard drive, CD-ROM drive, 14"color monitor,
keyboard, mouse and all the software you're likely to need.

With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take advantage of
already great student pricing on a Mac"-for about $33 per month* with no payments for 90 days'.
Students who qualify can take home any Macintosh'' personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or
other peripherals with no hassle and no complicated forms. Let's face it, the holidays aren't exactly

conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy the computer
you want and not worry about payments until long after the decorations are down. The
Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution
A tvrxla |
that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your best! xiUUlfc/

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS

If you have questions, please contact
Poole Microcomputer Center
in the basement of the P & AS Building or call 656-3714.
'Deferred Apple Computer Loan offer expires February 17, 1995. No payment of interest or principal will be required for 90 days. (Some resellers may require a deposit to hold merchandise while loan is being approved) Interest accruing during this 90-day period will be added to
principal, and the principal amount, as so increased, will thereafter bear interest which will be included in Hie repayment schedule. 'Monthly payment is an estimate based on a purchase price of $1,931.52, which includes 85% sales lax, for the Macintosh Performa 636CD system
shown above. Including loan fees, the total loan amount is $2,044.00, which results in a monthly payment obligation of $3350. The monthly payment above was calculated using an estimate of sales tax in San Francisco. If the applicable sales tax is 8.75% (Chicago) or 7.0%
(Philadelphia), the monthly payment would be $3358 or $3304, respectively. Computer system prices, loan amounts and sales taxes may vary. See your authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative for current s)Slem prices, loan and lax amounts. Loans are for a
minimum of $1,000 to a maximum of $10,000. You may take out more than one loan, but the total of all loans cannot exceed $10,000 annually. A 55% loan origination fee trill be added to the requested loan amount. The interest rate is variable, based on the commercial paper
rate plus 535%. For the month ofNovember, 1994, the interest rale was 10.85% and the Annual Percentage Rale was 12.44%. 8-year loan term with no prepayment penalty. The monthly payment and the annual percentage rate shown assumes the 90-day deferment ofprincipal
and interest described above and no other deferment of principal or interest. Students may defer principal payments up to 4 years, or until graduation. Deferment will change your monthly payments. The Apple Computer Loan is subject to credit approval. Apple Computer Loan
and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers available only to qualifying students, faculty and staff. Offers available only from Apple or an authorized Apple Campus Reseller or representative. © 1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Performa
and "The power to be your best" are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Mac is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Page 10B
the rare exceptions that the huge
backing band actually enhances
the performance. "Thank You"
is also a strong entry, with a
plugged in Page firing off those
ancient licks as if they were fresh.
But what follows is a limp
grab bag of acoustic Led Zeppelin songs, and the unplugged format doesn't lend itself very well
to these once strong rock classics.
The 3 new songs are absolutely horrible. For the most part,
Plant rambles on about the desert
and Morocco, while Page takes a
backseat to a throng of Egyptian
musicians. They lack coherence
and come off as pointless (except
so a sticker proclaiming "3 new
songs!" can be affixed to the CD).
No Quarter has its strong
points, but it does little to convince that this reunion has any
promise.

More
music
continued from 9B

Jimmy Page and
Robert Plant

those of us who were in diapers at
the time the answer is no.
The full-length original rock
opera features many of Atlanta's
finest such as Lay Quiet Awhile,
Big Fish Ensemble, Indigo Girls,
Engine, Social Insanity, Uncle
Green, and Dew, as well as a long
list of solo artists from the Atlanta music scene.
Amy Ray (Indigo Girl and
proprietor of Daemon Records)
sings the role of Jesus, Emily
Saliers (Indigo Girl) sings the
role of Mary Magdalene and
Michael Lorant sings the role of
Judas. "I'm still not quite sure,"
he says, "how a nice Jewish boy
from Boston became so involved
with a rock opera about Jesus
Christ."

D

AS THE WATER
LEVEL RISES, SO
DOES ITS VALUE!
KLONDIKE

London

Its
paiti

continued from IB

No Quarter
ATLANTIC RECORDS

by Levi Nayman
staff critic

Various Artists

Hotspot: "Nobody's Fault but
Mine"
Low blow: "Yallah"
Bottom line: Mostly limp renditions of old Zeppelin songs and
3 awful new ones.
Well, it was inevitable. One of
rock's classic writing pairs, Robert Plant and Jimmy Page, both
nursing lackluster solo careers,
were bound to get backjogether.
But from the looks of this "new"
album, this is one team that has
run out of magic.
This live album consists of 10
reworked Zeppelin songs and 3
new collaborations. It starts off
promisingly, with the first two
cuts faring wel 1. "Nobody' s Fault
but Mine" is wonderful, one of

Jesus Christ Superstar:
A Resurrection
DAEMON RECORDS

by Amy Hinsley
staff critic
The story of Jesus' life(orJ.C.
as he is referred to throughout) is
told through a series of 25
rock'n'roll songs. Big Fish Ensemble and co-producer of this
album) asks the rhetorical question, "Does anyone remember
that it was Rock'n' Roll?" For

Warren-Green was concertmaster of the Philharmonic
Orchestra of London from
1979 until 1985, conducting
the Orchestra in a performance at Buckingham Palace in 1985. He has recorded
concertos by . Mozart,
Mendelssohn
and
Tchaikovsky, as well as other
composers. In 1990, WarrenGreen was awarded the
Allmusic Musician Award by
HRH The Princess Margaret.
The London Chamber
Orchestra's aim is, more than
anything, to arouse the performance of classical music
from its set-in-stone state and
make it into a true art. As was
written in Hi-Fi Answers, "It
is an exciting experience
hearing musicians of this calibre playing as if their lives
depended on it." And, more
importantly, it is an experience Clemson students need
to take advantage of.

iiill

This Dexter
Boot is guaranteed
to be totally waterproof.
A highly admirable
quality for cold
weather footwear

AMERICA

NEWTON'S SHOES OF CLEMSON, INC.
110 CLEMSON SHOPPING CENTER
CLEMSON, SC 29631 • PHONE (803) 654-3625

t!'i!'l

YOUR COMPLETE FAMILY SHOE STORE
"Located Next to Lost Hermanos"

1994'son
sale for 1
,
r% more week ^

"■■in

Choice '

1995's are
in stock
now.

COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
OUR LISTENERS' TOP MUSIC CHOICES
FOR THIS WEEK:

Sunshine Cycle Shop

1. NIRVANA/ Unplugged in NY
2. BLACK CROWES/ America
3. ASSORTED FRUIT aAVORS/ Local comp.
4. HOOTIE & THE BL0WF1SH/ Cracked Year Review
5. PAGE & PLANT/ Unledded
6. R.E.M./ Monster
7. EAGLES/ Hell Freezes Over
8. SMASHING PUMKIN/ Pisces Iscariot
9. STONE TEMPLE PILOTS/ Purple
10. DEPP SOUTH 2/ Local Comp.

654-24291
106 N. Clemson Ave Clemson. SC

FULL SELECTION OF NEW CDs & TAPES
OVER 3000 USED CDs!!!

Rosebank Helmet Sale
Volante
reg$55 sale$30
CX-5
reg$60 sale$40

any used CD priced over $5
(th»» coupon oooAihtu IV IB/94)

Rollerblade Rental Skates still on sale
All sales limited to in stock items only.

mini

I

•OPENMonday-Friday 10 to 8
Saturday 10 to 6 Sunday 1:30 to 6
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(on college ave. across from clemson post office)

654-4041
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David Wilcox: on music, family, and balance
continued from IB
be able to make an educated
guess. If I hear a song that has a
particular sound, in terms of the
voicing and the chords, I can find
it.
T-O: When you write songs,
do the lyrics come first or the
music?
DW: It is different for different songs, and it is equally proportioned. Some of my favorite
songs are derived from a guitar
riff where the guitar knows the
song and gradually teaches it to
me. I feel this and this and this,
and then I put words to it. Then
there are others where there is a
particular idea or emotion that I
am trying to get across. I start
with the lyric and find the music
that suits it. Still others come
pretty much at the same time.
T-O: "Hold It Up to the
Light" (Big Horizon) is one of
many that deal with wrestling
with maintaining faith. Do you
derive your inspiration from
some higher power?
DW: (Laughter) I hope so. The
music has always been my teacher
and proof that there is just big,
big stuff. I feel so strong in this
music sometimes. In terms of the
theology I put into my songs, I try
to make the songs ask the right
questions. What I appreciate
about the songs that have been
inspiring to me is they have
pushed me to keep asking the
right questions. The songs that
did me the most good were the
ones that started me searching.
T-O: In addition to thirteen
originals, you put two cover
tunes on Big Horizon. How did
you choose them?

DW: The record company
wanted a cover tune, and I said
"as long as I don't have to take
anything off the album, sure."
For each of those songs I wanted
to add another emotional element
that wasn't there before. In "It's
the Same Old Song" (The Four
Tops) the original was a sweet
little love song, but I wanted to
emphasize the foreshadowing. In
the story that song tells, there is
this ominous message that is included in that couple's song that
they never heard-until they broke
up.
In "Missing You" (John
Waite), it is about denial to himself, building himself up against
feeling the pain. What I did was
take the same words, but change
the emotional tone behind them,
so that it fits later on in the story,
when he has tried to keep his
resistance up and finally he realizes he can't fight the emotion.

tion. I'll try some of this and
some of that, and by the crowd's
reaction I'll know where they are
ready to go. I try to make each
show customized to each crowd.

between selling a bunch of
records but feeling like it wasn't
really true or keeping my compass in tune, I'd have to trust my
compass.

T-O: You play lots of songs
that are on none of your albums. Are they experimental
material for the next David
Wilcox album?

T-O: How do you balance
yOur new family life with touring?

T-O: You had several studio
musicians, notably Will Lee of
David Letterman's Late Show
on bass. How have you let this
add to your live sound?
DW: I love playing with a
band. It's really fun, and I've
played with bands at festivals.
But most of the time I don't because I don't like traveling with a
band. I think it's great to play
solo. It is nice for a live show
once and a while, but playing
with a band is hard to keep under
control.
T-O: Do you work off a set
list?
DW: It is rare that I have a set
list. I tend to play what is right for
that crowd. I play the first couple
of songs and listen for the reac-

DW: There are about 25 new
ones I am playing off and on to
see which ones really stir up the
medicine. I like playing new ones
to sort them out early and find out
which ones are going to last.
T-O: To what do you attribute your growing success?
DW: I know that there is a lot
that is out of my control. It is a
real blessing to work at what I
love. I appreciate the chance to
feel useful and to give something
I feel is of value. In terms of
having people like it, that was
never part of my goal. What has
been important is what feels right
to me. I wanted to comfort the
afflicted and afflict the comfortable. You have to dig down and
build a foundation.
T-O: What keeps you driving to keep the integrity in your
music?
DW: Imagine the music is a
compass...The music is not the
destination, just as the compass
is not the destination. The compass lines itself up with something bigger that you can't feel
directly. I feel like my guidance
and my teacher comes from making the music feel as good and as
true as it can. That's why I take
it so seriously. If I had the choice

654-NAIL

'DW: It's wonderful. Before I
was married, touring was fun,
but that was it, and when it was
over it was a let down. Now I
have as much joy in my home life
to come back to. When I come off
of the road, it too is a wonderful
thing. Before, home fife didn't
have the same thrill, but now it
does. It's ve'ry satisfying. It's hard
to leave my wife and son for the
road, but when I get to the airport, I realize the other thing I
love is waiting. It's a strong balance and a great thing.
T-O: Six years ago, before
your first" album, did you see
yourself where you are today?
DW: I did have a dream list of
what I wanted my life to be like.

I surpassed that about five years
ago and asked "What next?" I
realized I had been given everything I wanted. I think what I
needed to do then was start working at giving back. When I first
started playing, I was sending
out a plea for someone to fall in
love with. Now, with a great relationship and having the material
stuff like the house I feared that
the old hunger wasn't there. I
realized I had to change the goal
and find another reason to keep
giving.
T-O: Along those same lines,
where do you see yourself six
years from now?
DW: If I find something more
satisfying to do than music, I'd
probably do it, but I haven't.
Except for hang gliding and
snowboarding. But I can't do that
everyday, (laughter)
David Wilcox will begin playing at8o 'clock tonight in Tillman
Auditorium. Tickets may be purchased at the info desk in the
loggia.

Qdiant
Of Anderson Mall

Enjoy our service and our gift.
Bring this ad to the Prescriptives
counter for complimentary
Colorprinting®-a unique service that
identifies your Exact Color family and
the foundation that matches your
skintone exactly. We'll give you a
sample of your Exact Skincare to take
home-no charge whatever. '

PRESCRIPTIvfe

NOW OPEN
i^ manicures
i^ pedicures
i<3> acrylics
i<3> silk wrap
\& gel nails
OPEN Mon-Sat
10 am- 9 pm
654-6245

# FREE #
airbrushed Tiger Paw
with Purchase
1393 Tiger Blvd., Clemson (next.to McP's)

FM CIEMSON
ALTERNATIVE

Top 10 Play list
1. Various - Assorted Fruit Flavors
2. Bunnygrunt -- Standing Hampton
3. Pegboy — Earwig
4. Cop Shoot Cop - Release
5. Melvins -- Stower Witch
6. Lungfish - Pass & Stow
7. Cows — Orphan's Tragedy
8. Godflesh -- Selfless
9. Clerks - Soundtrack
10. Echobelly — Everyone's Got One
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Can you figure out these sci-fi movies from the dues?
2.
9.
10.
12.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

3

I
C_3

Across
MeJ Brooks' spoof of the genre
Mel Gibson beyond thunderdome
Sigourney Weaver battles thing
of the 3rd kind
Alien befriended by children
Muad'Dib liberates Arrakis.
Comedy with Robert Urich
Cyborg crimefighter
"I'll be back"
Kirk or Picard, it's your choice

Down
1. First feature v 'ith Robbie the
robot
2. 2001: a
3. Was the sun-god Ra more than
myth?
4. A long time ago, in a galaxy far,
far away...
5. A mad doctor creates life from
death
6. Dinosaurs brought back to life
7. Versus Ming the Merciless
8. Ford hunts the replicants
11. Schwartzenegger remembers
heroic mission
13. 20th century man returns to the
25th

Finger timeout@hubcap.clemson.edu for answers
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Tigers gear for hoops
season, see page 16A
Ibrahim to blame, see
page 17A
ACC basketball
previews, see 26A
Virginia wins ACC, see

Page 15A

Schedule
hurts CU
So the Tigers have won three in a
row and are ready to face the big nasties
from Columbia to wind out their season
and set the tone for next year. There is
joy in Mudville, and the future looks
bright.
For this Tiger fan, however, frustration is over-riding all.
Cries for an improved schedule have
echoed over the Valley for years now,
but this year they cannot be ignored.
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visits Valley
One of the South's oldest arid most heated rivalries
returns to Clemson tomorrow

by Mike Burns
sports editor
To qualify for a bowl game, teams
must have six victories over division 1 A opponents. By scheduling division 1AA opponents like Furman, Clemson
has shot itself in the foot. Although a
victory tomorrow would make the Tigers 6-5, they would only have five
division 1-A wins. Not only did Furman
serve as a weak and less-than-exciting
opening day adversary, the Furman
game automatically hurt the Tigers'shot
at a bowl game. One less division 1-A
game obviously means one less opportunity to get a division 1-A victory. This
year, thatlost opportunity directly translates into all that could be keepingClemson from a bowl.
A Clemson team that barely qual ifies
for a bowl is still much more attractive
than most teams. The Tiger faithful are
notorious for following their teams (and
bringing their wallets).
Having witnessed the growth and
improvement Clemson has worked so
hard for, I feel sorry for the team, fans
and myself. There is no bowl this year
for the Tigers. One can only wonder
what could have been.
Why doesn't the athletic department
do al 1 i t can do to get the Tigers in a bowl
game?
Aside from that, don't they realize an
upgraded opponent means added interest and improved ticket sales? How
about a weak 1-A opponent, since weak
seems to be what Clemson wants (Long
Beach State, Ball State and UNLV have
graced the Tigers' schedules the past
four years). That would provide a division 1-A win and an actual upgraded
opponent without hurting the established
level of play the Tigers have become
accustomed to facing.
While things are rolling, let's ask the
athletic department why we can't have
more night games. Yes, there is the old
I p.m. tradition, but aren't games
switched to noon or 3:30 at the first T.V.
chance? Yes, loads of people travel from
out of town for games and night games
mean more night travel. But USC attracts 70,000 at night and do you think
all of them live in Columbia?
The only thing that prompts me to
ask is the beauty of Death Valley at
night. The second half of last week's
Tech game was spectacular - both the
stadium and the Tigers' play.
But I guess a couple of night games
and an improved schedule, along with
an improved Clemson team would be a
perfect world. Why try for that?

Leise Snode/head photographer

Freshman runningback Lamont PegueS lias emerged as a leader of the Tigers' run
oriented offense. He and freshman quarterback Nealon Greene will look to keep the
Tigers' offensive momentum going in their first Carolina-Clemson game tomorrow.
by Lou Potenza
associate editor
According to Tommy West,
tomorrow's 12:08 p.m. matchup with USC
is going to come down to one fundamental

aspect of football: running:
Clemson has to be able to run effectively and prevent USC from doing from
the same.
"We' ve got to stop the running game. If
Brandon (Bennett) comes in and has over
a hundred yards rushing, that probably

will be key to the game.
"I just feel that you have to take the
running game away. I might not feel that
way if we were a more explosive type of
offense, but we can't afford to let people

see GROUND, page 25A

Cavs edge Tigers Ga. Tech
en's soccer season ends in O.T
shootout in ACC Tournament
by Ethan H.
Bellamy
staff writer
The season ended
Friday, November 11
on Riggs Field for the
Clemson men's soccer team, when the
Virginia Cavaliers defeated the Tigers in a
sudden death round of
penalty kicks.
Virginia keeper
Mark Peters deflected
Clemson strikerMilcs
Lany Barlhclcmy IV/scnior staff photographer
Joseph's shot to secure
the Cavaliers' ad- The season came to an end for Wolde
vancement to the fi- Harris and the Tigers last weekend with
nals of the ACC touran overtime loss to Virginia,.
nament.
When asked i he was disappointed gcrs scored first when Joseph drove down
with the way the season turned out, fresh- the left flank and found Wolde Harris in
man defender Tony Williams responded, the penally box. Harris turned and struck
"Definitely...we outplayed them, and we the right wal I of the net for his 25th goal of
the season.
should have won that game."
In front of the third largest crowd in
see MEN'S, page.22A
ACC tournament history, 5,623, the Ti-

stung
by Rob Graham
staff writer
The Clemson Tigers took a huge step
toward turning this once-thought hopeless 1994 football season into a winning
one last Saturday as they stung Georgia
Tech and its interim coach George
O'Lcary under the lights of Frank
Howard Field, 20-10.
The game, which marked the first
time that Clemson faithful were blessed
with the opportunity to sec their Tigers
play under the cool and brisk night sky
since the 19-92 Florida State matchup,
served as a gut-check for the Tigers as
they headed into what could be considered their biggest game of the year
against in-state rival South Carolina.
The Tigers also came out wearing
thcirorangc pants, and forcoach Tommy
West's team, that was a right to be
earned"I was here for eight years, and I
know what's gone into those orange
pants," said West. "I told the team that
when they earned the right, I would let

see FRESHMEN, page 24A
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iger Basketball
Men lack experience
New faces challenged with rebuilding
by Jon Cooper
assistant sports editor
Looking for some common
denominator in Clemson athletics this year? Try youth, inexperience and new coaching. The
football brought its young offense and new coach, and
women's soccer played its inaugural season. The men's basketball team is no exception as they
begin the season with an exhibition game against Marathon Oil
tonight.
New coach Rick Barnes has
his work cut out for him with
only four players returning from
last year's squad. Of the four,
only Devin Gray is a returning
starter. Gray, a third-team AllACC performer last season averaged 14.1 points per game last
season and led the ACC in field
goal percentage. Gray was
cleared to play for the Tigers
only recently after suffering a
heart attack last spring.
Others returning are Merl
Code (So.), Rayfield Ragland
(Sr.) and Bruce Martin (Sr.). Senior Andy Kelly also returns from
a red-shirt season. In all, only six
players on the roster have Division I playing experience.
More so than youth,
Clemson's lack of size will be an
obstacle to overcome. Gray is the
tallest returning player at 6'6".
Even with new recruits, there is
no player over 6'9" on the roster.
Barnes sees Martin's 3-point

shooting as one of the keys to the 7-1 record against the Hurricanes.
Although Barnes is new to
team's success. "For us to be successful this year, we are going to Clemson, he brings with him a
have to take pressure off Devin track record of success. In his
Gray and Rayfield Ragland on first year as head coach at any
the inside." Martin averaged 4.4 level, he led George Mason to a
points per game as a reserve last 20-win season. Then he took
Providence to the NCAA Tourseason.
Not only are the players faced nament in his first year. Last.year,
with the challenge of learning a the Friars won their first ever Big
new system under a new coach, East Championship. In his six
their coach will be facing many seasons at Providence, they made
teams he has not faced in the past. five post-season appearances.
As for his goals at Clemson,
The only team on Clemson's
schedule that Barnes has played Barnes says, "Eventually,, we
regularly is Miami. While at want to be a program thatis in the
Providence, Barnes compiled a NCAA field every year.'"

Women gear for
'94-95 season
by Andrea L. Patterson
staff writer

file photo

Merl Code, a sophomore point guard froir
Southside High School, is one of the Tigers' few
players with substantial experience.

The Lady Tigers started their
season Wednesday with an exhibition game against Slovakia
Sipox.Pipox edged Clemson 6564.
A slow start put the Lady Tigers in the hole early as they were
scoreless for the first.8:20 of the
first half.
They were able to pull within
one one at the end of the game but
were unable to assume the lead in
spite of three opportunities in the
last 25 seconds.
The exhibition season will
continue when they play Athletes in Action on Sunday at 2:00
p.m.
Their first regular season game
is November 27 against Western
Kentucky in the Sports Belle
Classic at Murfreesboro, Tn.
The Lady Tigers return for
their first home game of the regular season on November 30 when
Western Carolina visits Littlejohn
Collisium.
With the high number of returning players, the team enters
the season with high expectations.
The team this year consists of
nine returning lettered players,
including three previous starters
and five new additions.
Tara Saunooke, a senior guard
from Asheville, North Carolina,
is one of the returning starters.
Saunooke has been the ACC's

top three point shooter for the
past three years and was ranked
24th in the NCAA this past season.
Renee Rayton, a senior guard/
forward from Auroro, Colorado,
and also a returning starter, averaged 5.8 rebounds and 5.9 points
per game last year.
Finally, returning starter Dawn
Stewart, a sophomore guard/forward from Washington, D.C.,
averaged 8.3 points and 4.4 rebounds per game last season.
The Lady Tigers finished with
a 20-10 overall record and 11-5
record in the ACC last year. They
also made it to the NCAA tournament for the seventh year in a
row after finishing third in the
ACC.
Despite the loss of the valuable guard Dana Puckett and the
1994 ACC Player-of-the-Year
Jessica Barr, the Tigers remain a
strong team.
While difficult to replace players like Puckett and Barr, head
coach Jim Davis feels there are
many good players on the team
capable of stepping up their game
and newcomers who will contribute greatly as well.
The team has been picked third
in the ACC this year in a sportswriters' preseason poll.
Davis's expectations for this
team are high. As always, their
goal is to compete for the ACC
championship. If they do well in
the ACC, they will most likely do
well in the nation because of the
strength of this conference.

Four
prospects
choose
1994-95 Schedule
Clemson, brighten future
BATI
NOV. 18
NOV. 22
NOV. 29
DEC. 3
DEC. 5
DEC. 8
DEC. 10
DEC. 18
DEC. 20
DEC. 29
JAN. 4
JAN. 7
JAN. 1
JAN. 14
JAN. 18
JAN. 21
JAN. 25
JAN. 28
FEB. 1
FEB. 4
FEB. 8
FEB. 11
FEB. 16
FEB. 18
FEB. 22
FEB. 25
MAR . 1
MAE .. 4
MAR. 9-12
j

BAY ©FPOMENT
MARATHON OIL
Fri.
CROATIAN NAT. TEAM
Tue.
CHAR.SOUTIIERN
Tue.
WINTHROP
Sat.
Mon. MERCER
at South Carolina
Thu.
* Appalachian State
Sat.
THE CITADEL
Sun.
MIAMI (FL)
Tue.
MORGAN STATE
Thu.
Wed. at Duke
TEXAS A&M (ESPN-2)
Sat.
Wed. at Virginia
NORTH CAROLINA (JP)
Sat.
Wed. FLORIDA STATE
at Wake Forest (JP)
Sat.
Wed. MARYLAND
at N. C. State (ESPN)
Sat.
Wed. at Georgia Tech
DUKE (JP)
Sat.
Wed. FURMAN
VIRGINIA
Sat.
at North Carolina (ESPN)
Thu.
at Florida State
Sat.
Wed. WAKE FOREST
at Maryland (JP)
Sat.
Wed. N.CSTATE
GEORGIA TECH (JP)
Sat.
Th-Sun. *ACC Tournament (ESPN)

JP Denotes ACC TV Network
* games played at Greensboro Coliseum

TIME

8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:00
2:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
12:00
7:30
12:00
7:30
1:30
7:30
2:00
7:30
4:00
7:30
1:00
7:30
2:00
7:30
1:30
7:30
4:00
TBA

from staff reports
Clemson basketball Coach
Rick Barnes has announced the
signing of four student-athletes
to a national letter of intent. All
four are currently high school
seniors and will have four years
of eligibility at Clemson .All four
are also 6'8" or taller. Clemson
has just one player over 6'7" on
its 1994-95 roster.
"It was obviously a prority for
us to sign big men," said Bamos
of his signees. "I am happy with
this class. We targetted our recruiting towards these four,
playars since the summer, and
we signed them.
"We spent a lot of time, and
we are pleased to get them because these are guys we want on
and off the court. And, they are
players who want to come and
play for Clemson.
"We lose four seniors, and it is
good to have four to replace them
already. It is a versatile and strong
class who enjoy competing. They
will all have a chance to play
early in their careers Clemson."
The group is composed of 6'9"
forward Anddus Jurkunas of St.
John' s Prospect Hall in Frederick,

MD; 6'9" Patrick Qamer of Wade
Hampton HS In Greenville, SC;
6'8"HaroldJamison6fHollyHill
Roberts High School In Holly
Hill, SC; and 6T0" Tom
Wideman of Walton High School
in Marietta, Ga.
Jurkunas (pronounced Sure
COON us)'averaged 20.1 points
and collectedl0.3 rebounds per
game last year for St. John's Prospect Hall. The squad ended the
1993-94 season with a20-3 mark
and a number-17 ranking in the
nation by the USA Today preseason poll. The squad, which is
coached by Stu Vetter, is ranked
fifth in the nation By the USA
Today preseason poll
Jurkunas is ranked as the 45thbest player in the country by the
Bob Gibbons Report. Originally
from Lithuania, Jurkunas was the
Most Valuable Pltfyer of the European Junior Championship held
this past summer in Tel-Aviv,
Isreal.
Wideman is a 250-pounder
who averaged 15 points and 10
rebounds as a junior at Walton
High School for Head Coach Joe
Wilson.
Garner scored 14.6 points,
pulled in 7.0 rebounds, shot 45
percent on three-point shots and

hit 73 percent from the foul line
for Ed Yount at Wade Hampton
High.
Jamison, a 260-pounder, averaged 18.4 points per game for
Coach Willie Thomas at Holly
Hill Roberts High School.
He he is ranked as the 59thbest player in the country by Bob
Gibbons and the 41 st-best player
in the nation by Athion. Dick
Vitals's preseason magazine
ranks Jamison as the 19th-best
power forward/center in the country.
"Jurkunas is a typical European type of player who can play
inside as well as outside," said
Barnes. He is 6'9", but can shoot
the three-pointer. Jamison is explosive.
He played football and basketball in high school but will
play only basketball at Clemson
see how well he can play when he
concentrates on just one sport.
"Wideman can score down
low and also has the capability of
stepping away from the basket.
He trains hard on and off the
oourt.
"Garner also brings an outstanding work ethic to the program. He will give us strength
underneath the basket."
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Turmoil within program causes team to fall
short of pre-season expectations
by E. H. Bellamy
staff writer
I can only
sum this season
up by agreeing
with Wolde
Harris when he
calmly explained, "The ball just
didn't roll our way." The list of
the Tigers' woes is too long and
painful to recount here.
To tell of all the strife, poor
officiating, suspensions, and just
plain bad luck the Tigers have
had to put up with would most
likely fill an entire novel.
Last Friday, Virginia squeaked
out of a match which extinguished
any hopes of the Tigers appearing in the NCAA tournament.
But as I sat and watched the
worthless and uninteresting final
between Virginia and Duke,
which may as well have been a
scoreless draw, I realized that the
season hadn't been a total disappointment for me.
When foreigners rant and rave
about how bad American soccer
is, they are talking about the style
of play we saw in the ACC tournament championship, not the
way the Tigers play.
Anyone who has seen Clemson on the field will agree, even
with head coach I.M. Ibrahim,
that the team "plays like Brazil."

Win or lose, the Tigers never
bored me when they touched the
ball. I will miss the lightning
quick footwork of Rivers Guthrie
and the "how-the-hell-did-he-dothat" dribbling of Nidal Baba.
For these two graduating seniors, who will never again grace
Riggs Field with their amazing
talent, it's unfortunate that everything had to end the way it
did. So what went wrong you
ask?

Commentary
Well here's the grand finale,
and you saw this one coming,
didn't you.
At the root of all the problems
is our esteemed coach Dr. I.M.
Ibrahim.
"This year's freshman class
won't stick around for another
year with Ibrahim," explains Matt
Jordan, the starting goalkeeper
for both Clemson and the Under23 National Team.
And who could blame them.
After all they and the rest of the
team have had to put up with, is it
fair for them to be expected to
play for Ibrahim, a man who
smacked one of his assistant
coaches in front of a Riggs Field
crowd on parents weekend of all
times?
Already this season, we have

seen a collective statement issued by the team, which in effect
says they want him out.
Two players have quit the team
in protest of Ibrahim, one of
whom gave up his senior season
in doing so.
Other players are emphatic
about their commitment to transferring if Ibrahim remains as head
coach, and several players were
quoted as saying that the CU Athletic Department, "held our scholarships over our heads."
How much more does the omnipotent Clemson Athletic Department need to go on. Has everyone lost perspective about
what the focus of Clemson soccer should be?
The soccer team is for Clemson students and the players themselves. No one cares how much
of Clemson Ibrahim owns or how
much political pressure he can
bring to bear on the CU Athletic
Department.
If he is not fulfilling his responsibilities as coach, then he
should be dismissed.
Maybe when Ibrahim is gone,
we will be able to see what one of
the most talented teams in the
country is really capable of.
Until then, I only hope that the
spin doctors in the CU Athletic
Department won't be successful
in sweeping the entire controversy under the rug.

Wrestling season
underway
by Scott Drayton
staff writer
The ClemsonTiger wrestl i ng
team started its season off on the
right foot with a convincing 41 3 win Sunday afternoon over
the Citadel at Jervey Gym.
The Tigers were led by Scott
Kurtz, Brendan Buckley, Paul
Seim and Derek Strobel. Ail four
wrestlers pinned their opponents
in their respective matches.
Kurtz recorded his first collegiate victory in the 150-pound
weight class by pinning Citadel

wrestler Robert Stewart at trW
1:54 mark.
His teammate Buckley, in
the 142-pound weight class,
pinned Brad Walker at the 1:21
mark.
The Tigers also earned pins
from Seim in the 158-pound
weight class and Strobel in the
167-pound weight class. Seim
pinned Simon Lcland at the 2:59
mark, and Strobel pinned Jeff
Houston at the 1:17 mark.
The team will have its second match of the year tomorrow when they compete in the
St. Louis Open.

file photo

The Tiger wrestling team kicked off its season this past Sunday afternoon with a 41-3
pounding of the Citadel.
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ACOUSTIC SHOOTOUT II
Semi-Finals
YOU HAVE SEEN THE REST
NOW COME SEE THE BEST
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 30,
Jagerettes Live in Person

C A N T I N A

Mr. Johnny Philips
The Simpletones and Prell

9:30

(Jagermeister T-Shirt Giveaways)

Grand Finals
WEDNESDAY, DEC.

7, 9:30

Due to increased audience turnout semi-finals and grand finals will
be held in the dinning room. Come early-good seats go fast.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT IN THE CANTINA THIS SATURDAY EVENING

NOV. 19, 9:00 PM

THE SIMPLETONES
(Happy Hour each day 4:00 pm-7:00 pm)

ine nger
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Golfers compete Cavs win ACC crown
by Macy Chatneuff
staff writer
The Clemson golf team competed in the Golf World / Palmetto Dunes Collegiate at the
Arthur Hills Course in Hilton
Head, SC. on the weekend of
November 11-13.
After the first day, Tommy
Biershenk, a sophomore from
Inman, S.C. was tied for sixth
place having shot two under par
at 70.
He has been named a third team preseason Al 1-American by
Golf Week magazine. Biershnick
was tied with Tiger Woods from
Stanford. Woods has been declared the National Amateur
Champion.
On Saturday Biershenk shot a
74 on the course. Other Tiger
scores included Charles Warren,
a freshman from Colombia, S.C,
who had a 78. Mike Byce finished that day with an 80.
At this point, Stanford led the

tournament with a total score of
563, and Oklahoma State was in
second place with a score of 566.
Clemson had a score of 588 over
the two days.
The Tigers scored a 299 overall on Sunday. Richard Coughlan,
a sophomore from Ireland, led
Clemson with a 73 while Byce
shot a 74.
Other notable scores include
Biershenk with a 75, Warren with
a 77 and Chad Starliper's 78.
Overall, Clemson placed 12th
out of 18 teams with a score of
887 while Oklahoma State placed
first with a total of 862.
Coach Penley feels the team
will have to become more consistent and have shorter games
before this spring.
Coughlan has been appointed
to participate in the 1995 Walker
Cup. It will be held at the Royal
Porthoawl in Wales on September 9-10, 1995. He is the second
Tiger to participate in the Walker
Cup. Kevin Johnson was appointed in 1990.

stopped by the foul of Duke goalkeeper Garth Lagerwey.
Virginia earned an automatic
bid for the NCAA tournament by
The Virginia Cavaliers' winning the ACC tournament
clinched the ACC Champion-, championship.
Duke fell to 14-6-1 overall
ship Sunday afternoon,'defeat-,
ing the Duke Blue Devils 1-0 at while the Cavaliers improved to
17-3-1.
historic Riggs Field.
The 1,858 in attendance saw
Mike Fisher scored the lone
Virginia
tally. 17 shots, nine corgoal of the match at the 65:42
mark. Fisher converted a pen- ner kicks and 23 fouls. Duke realty kick by driving the ball low corded six shots, seven corner
kicks, and 21 fouls.
to the near post.
Cavalier keeper Mark Peters
Virginia striker Nate Friends
won the penalty kick when his made 4 saves, while Lagerwey
surging run forward was kept Duke in the match with 7

by Ethan H. Bellamy
staff writer

^uusanui, cr-. ■■ ", vrreWVYTTCgE

saves.
The Atlantic Coast Conference All-Tournament Team was
thereafter announced as Jason
Riegler (N.C. State), Wolde
Harris and Rivers Guthrie
(Clemson), Judd Willman, Jason Kreis and Jason Stanson
(Duke), and Nate Friends, A.J.
Wood, Mike Fisher, Damian
Silvera, Clint Peay and Brandon Poll ard (Virgini a) made the
team.
The Tournament's Most
Valuable Player award was
given to Mark Peters of Virginia.

^^>uut»»umt»t»»rff^»»StU»SUtiUVUSSH^

CRYSTAL
PISTOL

Old West Saloon

The Area's Hottest New Night Spot!

The Tiger
would like to
wish all a
happy
Thanksgiving!

52 kinds of beer and Clemson Speciality Drinks'
Great Country Music!

Show Clemson Student ID
to get specials on
select beers.

Line Dancing!
Great appetizer menu!
Shaq Night every Monday Night!

$3 pitchers on select beer, after 10pm (M-Th)

Casual Atmosphere
888-3333
located on 123-by pass in Seneca
rrrr?T7rry7.L^u^^zzz^^f./^^M7ryyyy77^

CCCCOCCOZZZCCCOL

Waterproof Hikers
Navajo

Woodfired Pizzeria
;¥0iVll}0-§|y.a!&,

$89.95

J>endlet0&,SC

Hike & Camp

Socks
Ragglers

(9050)

$7.80

Buy one pizza at regular pri
Get the second pizza of equal or lesser value
for HALF PRICE

Nothing Else Comes Close
First - Class
Condominiums
for Students
■
$75,000*

■

Tillman
Place
OffereJ exclusively by
Carolina Real Estate
(803)-654-6202
^ M. Zielinski Broker-in-Charge

WALK TO CAMPUS!
Next to Clemson Center
Private 4-Bedroom Units
Ensure a Quiet Place to Study
■
Energy Efficient Quality
Sound Proofing
■
Microwave
Refrigerator w/ Ice maker
Dishwasher
Mini Blinds
■
10-Year Builder's Warranty
95% Financing Available

(Natural, Grey, Forest)

68% Cotton
30% Wool
2% Spandex

Tacoma
$79.95

l=MH:^:l

(9040)

Ifllttk
EST. 1830

Sizes: M,L XL
reg. $154.95
SALE
\ $123.96

Carolina

$129.91
(90065)

imberfafld®
? XXL & TALL
reg. $169.95
SALE $135.96

s

'Prices subject to change

Jane Brown
(803)653-5206
Elinor Baron
(803)-654-4602
1-800-553-4802

Lightweight w/
Cortex

Black Powder Coat

& DISCOVER

Euro Hikers

All Leather
(95100)

$94.95
GRADY'S GREAT OUTDOORS

3440 Clemson Blvd. Anderson, SC 29621
(803) 226-5283
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Swimmers fall
by Meredith Thomas
staff writer
The Clemson men's and
women's swimming and diving
teams lost their opening meet of
the 1994-95 season to the Auburn Tigers on Friday, October
28.
The Auburn women's team,
ranked preseason No. 5 in the
nation, defeated the Lady Tigers
157-121. The Auburn men's
team, ranked preseason No. 4,
defeated the Clemson men 161120.
The Lady Tigers were led by
senior Amy Goetz in the 100
breaststroke (1:07.28) and 200m
breaststroke (2:26.03). They were
also carried by sophomore Tiffany Jones in the 200m backstroke and Mary Karen Dahms in
the 500 freestyle.
The Clemson men were led by
sophomore Landon Harris in the
100m breaststroke (58:40), junior Jorge Anaya in the 200 butterfly (1:51 .80), junior Bryan Parker
in the 1000 freestyle (4:37.70),
juniorT.J. Fry in the 500 freestyle
(4:37.16), and sophomore Chris
Anderson in the 200 breaststroke
(2:07.21).
The Clemson teams then traveled to Charlottesville, Va., where
they lost their first ACC swim
meet of the 1994-95 season, on
November 5.
The Lady Tigers were led by
Jones, who placed first in the
100m(59:30)and200m(2:05.09)
backstroke events.
The men's team was led by

Jorge Anaya, placing first in the
200-yard freestyle (f :40.71) and
200-yard butterfly (1:52.30),and
T.J. Fry and David Grendysz,
who won the 200m individual
medley and 100m freestyle.
The teams then traveled to
Harrisonburg, Va. to defeat James
Madison's swim teams. The
men' s team prevailed with a scoring of 1 45-92, while the women's
team came away with a score of
159-82. The women took first
place in every event, save one.
The Lady Tigers took the first
event of the meet in the 200m
medley relay team of Gawronska,
Gertz, Greig, and Mancini, with
a time of 1:50.35. Jones won the
400 IM (4:37.10) and the 100m
backstroke (59:65).
Mary Karen Dahms, 1000m
freestryle; ChristinaGreig, 200m
freestyle and 100m fly; Jennifer
Mancini, 50m freestyle; Jodi
Vitale, one-meter diving event;
Michelle Hall, 100m freestyle;
Sarah Bowrowski, 500m
freestyle; Megan Oakley, threemeter diving event; and Lara
Yaroszewski, 100m breaststroke
won first places.
The men's team was led by
Fry and Anaya, who finished first
in each event they competed in.
Fry finished the 200m IM and the
100m freestyle with times of
1:54.31 and 47:67. Anaya won
the 1000m freestyle and the 500m
freestyle with times of 9:31.48
and 4:41.39.
The Clemson men's and
women's swim teams also defeated Georgia Southern in
Statesboro, Ga., with scores of

After suffering losses to Auburn and Virginia, the men's and women's
swim teams are looking forward to tomorrow's meet with FSU.
123-80 (Lady Tigers) and 13954 (men).
The Lady Tigers broke the
record with a time of 1:51.25 in
the 200-yard medley relay.
Michelle Hall finished the 100yard breatsstroke in a pool record
time of 1:08.47.
The women also won the 200yard freestyle, the 400 IM, the
100-yard backstroke, and the 500yard freestyle.
The men's team broke a record
in the 200m medley with a time
of 1:39.96. Senior Jeff Bowie
finished the 400m individual
medley with a record time of
4:12.06. Olson holds the pool
record for the 100-yard backstroke with a time of 53:15.
The Tigers' next home meet is
tomorrow at 11 a.m. versus the
Florida State Seminoles. Both the
men's squad and the women's
swimming squad will be competing.

FOOTHILLS CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

d

OFFICE AND AFTER HOUR
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
ALSO OFFERING AIDS
INFORMATION

cftifJrmarta^ft
24 HOUR HOT LINE

882-8796
LOCATED CONVENIENTLY AT 206 N. FAIRPLAY ST. .SENECA

BOS
Please tell order;
which coupon you
are using. Deep. >ish counts as a topping.

2-i-2 Pepsi Deal

Large two-topping Pizza

r

Plus 2 Liter Pepsi, 7-Up or Diet Pepsi

ONLY $10.50
Plus Tax

I Not vmlid with other specials

expires 12131194

Two Medium Pizzas
With Two Toppings j
ONLY $X0.95 Plus tax
I
CALZONE rVIEAL DJEAJL.
Calzone •+■ Small Garden Salad ■+12 oz. Soft Drink or 16 Oz. Tea
I
Not valid with other specials

expires 12131194

ONLY $5.75 Plus tax
Not valid with other specials

20" Party Pizza with one topping
PLUS a 2 Liter Drink for only
5>A1*".5 Plus tax

expires 12131194

Located next to BI-LO on Hwy 93

654-1103

I

|

expires 12131194

PARTY PIZZA ~~ "
SPECIAL

Not valid with other specials

Friday, December 2,1994 from 8:30-a.rn.-5 p.m.

I

The Clemson University Bookstore
invites everyone to share in holiday
cheer at the annual Christmas
Open House. Enjoy giveaways,
Santa Claus, musical entertainment,
refreshments and holiday savings
up to 50% OFF.
All students are invited to share their
musical talent. Sign up by Tuesday,
November 29 to play your favorite
instruments. Piano will be provided.
Make this year's Christmas shopping
a little easier by taking advantage
of the University Bookstore's great
holiday savings and Gift Certificates, the perfect gift for anyone.

Come and enjoy the food,
music by local children's
choral groups and talented
on-campus musicians, and
ring in the holiday season!
For more information, contact
Diane Byers or Susan Nash
at the University Bookstore. 656-2050.
Christmas Tree courtesy of
Santa's Forest/Anchor Pools.
Easksy. SC
Piano donated by
Farr Music House.
Anderson, SC
Refreshments
courtesy of
ARAMARK

<&
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i^ers roll past
ake, UNC
istered two interceptions in the
game to go along with his five
tackles.
The Clemson football team
then
traveled to Chapel Hill on
Led by a maturing group of
Saturday,
November 5, to pound
freshmen, the Clemson Tigers
out
the
nationally-ranked
Tar
turned their season around in past
Heels 28-17. North Carolina deweeks, overpowering Wake Forfeated the Tigers 24-0 last year,
est and UNC.
The Tigers beat the Wake For- but prior to that, the Tigers deest Demon Deacons on Saturday, feated the Tar Heels seven years
October 29, and brought in a in a row.
During the game at Kenan Staproud victory for the Tigers'
dium,
Clemson kicker Nelson
Homecoming. With a score of
Welch tied his single game Clem24-8, the Tigers ended a threeson record with five field goals in
game losing streak.
The Tiger offense gained 433 five attempts. His 47-yard field
yards while the defense held the goal in the fourth quarter gave
Demon Deacons total offense to him Clemson's career scoring
record.
only 112 yards.
LamontPegues led the Tigers'
The offense was sparked by a
rushing
with 72 yards on 20 car54-yard scamper by Louis
ries.
He
scored both touchdowns
Solomon. Solomon got the startfor
Clemson.
Pegues brought in a
ing nod when freshman Nealon
Greene went down with a shoul- 16-yard touchdown in the third
quarter. The Tigers were unsucder injury.
But while the offense racked cessful in trying for the two point
up over 400 yards, the defense conversion.
The Tigers had 38 carries for
may have stolen the show.
Brian Dawkins led the defend- 121 yards and 190 total yards on
ers with seven tackles, while the day. The Tar Heels chalked
Darnell Stephens broke through up 199 total yards and 14 for 25
the line to get to the Wake Forest passing with one interception.
quarterback, Rusty LaRue, twice. The Tigers were penalized four
Louisville High School product times for 41 yards while the Tar
Michael Barber and Stephens had Heels garnered five flags for 45
yards.
six tackles each for the day.
The two victories brought the
Barber bagged a nine-yard
Tigers'
record to 4-5 before
sack, and Stephens had two quarSaturday's
victory brought them
terback sacks as well as one pass
to
.500.
deflection. Dexter McCleon reg-

by Meredith Thomas
staff writer

Larry Barthelemy IV/senior staff photographer

Freshman receiver Tony Home hauls in a l™"*^^1^
Homecoming game against Wake Forest. Home and other Tiger tresh
men have assumed lead roles in the Tiger offense this season.

"For tournaments,
charity events, and
group rates call
Clint WrightP.G.A."

Play Nite Golf!
Saturday
Sunday
Wednesday

Phone (803) 646-5145
Students Welcome!

Pro shop & golf course
Open 'til 8 pm

lighted" executive 9-hole golf course'Pro sho^Driving range

...is "hiring" quality students.
ROTC
300TILLMAN
HALL
656-3254

AIR FORCE
„..«*',-

t,-.\'

■

-,. s

•

:: . . ' :....'

Clemson University's AFROTC Program
is looking tor college students to cc>m-replete a 2 6r4 year program. Technical
majors are in high demand, but all
academicmajors are needed. Scholarships are offered for tuition, books, and a,
$100 monthly stipend to boot.
Call us and check it out- it might
just be the experience you need to
start a successful career.

AFROTC
DET770

=#

Kirfi
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Student Center Groundbreaking
November 18, 1994
Alumni Park
The fun begins at 2 p.m.
Actual groundbreaking at 3 p.m.

©ASH
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s, women's soccer seasons end

ond team.
for the Wolfpack.
Thei r fi nal game of the season
saved the Cavaliers by tying the
She
scored
her
second
goal
by Macy Chatneuff
was
in the NCAA tournament
round
at
3-3.
Clemson's
Mark
Virginia equalized only min10:07 into overtime when she
staff
writer
when they played N.C. State and
Kinch
failed
to
score
the
game
squeezed a shot past by goalie
utes later at the 66:08 mark when
lost 6-5 on penalty kicks.
Nate Friends found a pass from winning strike when his driven
Meredith McCullen.
Landeen scored two goals in
The Clemson Lady Tigers,
A.J. Wood 10 yards out and fin- shot careened off the cross bar.
Clemson's goal was scored
the
game, Susan Trenery scored
The
first
round
tie
then
adended
their
rookie
season
with
ished into the center of the net.
by Keri Nelson at the 32:1,8 mark.
vanced
the
two
teams
into
a
sudone
goal, and Tompkins and
two
important
games
in
the
ACC
Clemson regained the lead at
One traumatic momeritin the
den
death
round
of
penalty
kicks.
Bueter
scored a goal each.
conference.
On
Sunday,
October
the 84:33 mark when Rivers
game was when Carmie Landeen
Landeen was named ACC
Guthrie intercepted a Cavalier Virginia's Billy Walsh put the 30, they beat Maryland at Riggs was injured in a'collision and
Rookie-Of-The-Year. She is also
pass and carried the ball to the Cavaliers up 1-0 when his shot Field in their sixth shutout of the
second in the nation for most
hit
the
left
wall
of
the
net.
Rivers
season
with
a
score
of
3-0.
left end line. Guthrie's cross
"[WE] PLAYED
goals scored at 23, and total scorGuthrie
equalized
with
a
blast
to
This
allowed
Clemson
to
imfound Harris who scored his 26th
REALLY WELL AS A
the
lower
right
corner.
Damian
ing points, at 55.
prove
their
overall
record
of
15and final goal of the 1994
Silvera found 3 and their record in the ACC to
HIRST-YEAR TEAM."
Beuter is tied for 4th most
season.at the far
the lower right 3-3.
assists in the nation at 13 assists.
post
corner to again
The most important thing
The Lady Tigers first scored
Forty-nine
• SHERI BUETER
put the pressure at the 7:32 mark when Carmie
overall
that the team accom"WE
SHOULD
seconds later, the
WOMEN'S PLAYER
on Clemson.
plished, according to Coach
Landeen, a freshman forward
Tigers'failure to
HAVE WON THAT
The from Lakeville, Mn., passed to
Leone, was to earn the respect
clear the ball
GAME DURING
Cavalier's Pe- Nikki Tompkins who scored the • suffered a concussion.
they deserved.
from the penalty
Although the loss of this game
ters became Tigers' first goal.
Basically summing up the
REGULATION.
THE
box resulted in
knocked the Tigers out of the team's opinon about this year,
Friday's hero
Midfielder
Keri
Nelson,
a
the unassisted
BALL JUST DID
as he deflected freshman from Spartanburg, SC, tournament, it was hardly the end. Bueter says, they "played really
equalizer for the
NOT ROLL OUR
the shot of Jo- scored the Lady Tigers' second Landeen and Bueter were named well as a first year team."
Cavaliers off the
seph to clinch goal at the 66:29 mark on a pen- as members of the All-ACC secWAY."
head of Captain
the victory for alty kick.
Damian Silvera.
the Cavaliers.
Sheri Beuter scored off a pass
&Uc4e«AU&UML40*t,
Through two
•WOLDE HARRIS
On the day, from Christie Szyman at the 82:24
15 minute overSTRIKER
Clemson had mark.
time periods, the
12 shots to
This led the team to a final
match remained
Virginia's 17, score of 3-0. In this game, the
tied 2-2. The
and Clemson's team was able to show how they
game then proJordan
had
four
saves to Mark had improved from the begingressed into a penalty shootout.
ning of the season, according to
Peters'
six.
Wood, Virginia's first kicker,
"That was the most devastat- Coach Leone.
missed wide left. Harris followed,
In the Maryland game, the
scoring into the lower left corner ing loss I've ever been involved
in,"
Guthrie
said.
"I'm
still
in
team
was able to show their
and putting the Tigers up 1-0.
shock...We
knew
we
were
the
strengths
of speed of play and
Virginia's Mike Fisher tied
better
team,
but
we
were
just
possession.
the round at one when he struck
On Thursday, November 3,
low-left. Craig Wenning fired very unlucky."
To place your order
Harris
and
Guthrie
were
both
the
Lady Tigers traveled to
high left corner to raise the Ticall WINGMASTERS
named
to
the
Atlantic
Coast
ConChapel
Hill,
N.C.,
for
the
ACC
gers 2-1. Sam Franklin struck the
Tournament and played the North
OSTRICH
cross bar for the second Virginia ference All-Tournament Team.
"We should have won that Carolina State Wolfpack at 3 p.m.
PLANTATION INC
miss. Clemson's Tony Williams
1-800-431-WING or
shot was then blocked by Peters. game during regulation," com- on Fetzer Field.
mented
Harris.
"The
ball
just
The
Lady
Tigers
went
into
the
1-803-695-2953
Sean Feary tied the round at
tournament seeded fourth, while
two, although Jordan managed to didn't roll our way."
Clemson finished their 1994 the Wolfpack were fifth seeded.
get a piece of the shot. Danny
season
with a 13-7-1 record. The
Megan Jeidy, a freshman forCare fired to the lower right corIN THE TRUE CLEMSON SPIRIT
Tigers
were
not
voted
to
receive
ward
from Greensboro, N.C.,
WINGMASTERS OSTRICH PLANTATION INC
ner to put the Tigers up 3-2. Clint
PRESENTS
Peay, the last Virginia kicker, a bid for the NCAA tournament. scored the two goals in the game

continued from 15A

"GOOD TO THE LAST BITE"
Designer Ostrich Egg w/ "GOOD TO THE LAST BITE"
$50.00
Especially For You: "GOOD TO THE LAST BITE" personalized $75.00
OSTRICH IVORY TM Tiger Paw Earrings
rweeds to benefit Richland Memorial Children's Hospital

ROSS-DOVE
COMPANY,,
^-^.AUCTIONEERS SINCE 1937

v3ST

November Special

COMPUTER
One of the largest personal computer companies worldwide.
OVER

2,500

FACTORY REFURB.SHED NOTEBOOKS

D

& ^S™™J™

W/LIMITED WARRANTIES! FEATURING PENT.UM-BASED

& 486 SYSTEMS.

DESKTOPS: Premmia, Advantage!,
Advantage! Pro, Advantage! Adventure
Multimedia, Bravo LC 6k Bravo LP.

NOTEBOOKS: Ascentia,
Power Exec, Advantage!
Explorer & Bravo Notebooks.

TOWERS & SERVERS: Premmia Servers,
Premmia Mini-Towers, Advantage! Plus, Bravo
MT & Advantage! Pentium-Based Processor
Mini-Towers.
ALSO MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS: 486 computers w/CD-ROM,
sound card 6k local BUS video. This system is perfect for fam.ly use,
educating your child or delivering powerful presentations.
Most desktop, minitower and server units are bundled with SVGA color
monitors. Also available, CPU and keyboard only systems.

WINGS
990perdzn
alter 9 pm«Tues& Thurs
(College ID night)

CHItf
S
u/ings-firewater

Every Tuesday & Thursday is College Night
Live Music • Food/Drink Specials All Night Long

Mon F«E£-NFL half-time wing buffet' pool tourney
Tue Coltege Night-drink specials-Midnite WingBuffet.
Wed Karaoke Contest
Thur College Nfoht-drink specials• Live music.
Fri Karaoke Contest
Sat Live music

$10.95 Tailgate Party Pack
50 wings
Saturday 8am-4pm

HAPPY HOUR 4 to 8

VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

990 Long Necks
$1.75 House Brands
$2.75 Beer Pitchers

A 10% buyer's premium will apply at this sale - NC Lie. -4587

150 Wings M-S

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9 AT 10AM
6001 CAPITAL BLVD., NORTH RALEIGH, NC

ft GO TIGERS!!!

Preview Thurs., Dec. 8 from 9am-7pm &Fri., Dec. 9 from 8:30-9:45c

OPEN MON-FRI 11am-2am & SAT 11am-12am
R CITY,

CA • Los ANGELES

CA • GOLDEN, CO « ST. Louis, MO ■ WOBURN, MA » FT. LAUHEROALE,
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MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 5I< PER SERVING)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 11 million
locations, including grocery stores.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.5
To apply, call I-800-CITIBANK.
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Freshmen lead Tigers past Yellow Jackets
and
_,_ „ yards
..,-A» out
„.,♦ ,m,mH
around thp
the left
left end.
end. hard day in and day out, anc
fenders on a third and 8 to get second consecutive week as Clemson was four for four on they've done a great job through
continued from 15A down to the four yard-line. Nelson Greene marched CU right back
third down conversions on the all the criticism they've had to
down the field.
deal with in the early part of the
them wear the orange pants. They Welch then brought his kicking
It was a time consuming drive drive.
D(
game
onto
the
field
to
cap
off
the
.season."
The Tigers finished with 364
< &rtainly did earn that right last
(16 plays, 84 yards, 7:22) that
"Right now, I wish we had
week (UNC win), and they played opening drive with a25-yard field was possibly the Tigers' most total yards for the game, and that
one
more game to play," West
goal.
fact
pleased
no
one
more
than
the
with a lot of intensity today said referring to a possible sixth
The big play in the opening impressive of the season. Greene Clemson defense.
much like great Clemson teams
half may have happened on finished it with a one-yard jaunt
'.'We've done a great job stay- division 1-A victory and bowl
and players of the past."
off the left tackle that turned out
Tech's
ensuing
drive,
when
on
a
ing together-as a team," said se- qualification. "Offensively, this
Quarterback Nealon Greene,
to be a busted play.
was our best game of the year,
third
and
seven,
from
Clemson's
fresh off of leading his team to
The Tigers led 10-7 at that nior Tim Jones.
the upset win over the nationally- 14, Tim Jones made a touch- point, but the defense gave up
'"We've struggled all year and I'm extremely proud of our
football team."
ranked North Carolina Tar Heels, down-saving tackle on Tech's
another quick long. Our offense has worked
C.J.
Williams.
roared out of his freshman status
score to the JackWilliams
and played like a senior, as he ran
ets as Leone con"OFFENSIVELY,
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
19 times for 111 yards and two caught a screen
verted on a 42pass
from
quarterTHIS WAS OUR
scores. Greene was also 7-13 for
INTERN ATION AL
yard field goal to
back Tommy BEST GAME OF THE
81 yards via the air.
tie the game at
Freshman Lamont Pegues also Luginbillandhad
10. That's where
SEASON..."
rushed for over 100 yards (28 for nothing but the
the two teams
136). The rushing performances endzone staring
stood at half.
• TOMMY WEST
by Greene and Pegues marked him in the face.
The Tiger dethe first time since the Virginia Jones dove and
HEAD COACH fense picked it up
game last year that two Tigers caught him by the
l in the second half
finished a game with over 100 shoes for no gain. '—
by solving the
yards each. Emory Smith and That forced Tech
C.J.
Williams
problem.
They held
Dexter McCleon were the two into a fourth-down situation and him to 38 yards in the last two
that helped CU past the Cavs last they opted for the field goal, but quarters, and he didn't gain a
as always seems to happen to the
season.
yard after his first two runs of the
The Tigers started the game Tech kicking game when it visits fourth quarter. Williams finished
off on the right foot by putting Death Valley, Chris Leone's 31- with 117 on the day.
points on the board on their first yard attempt was wide right.
"I didn't think we were play-,
possession for the third consecu- Leone finished the game just one- ing emotionally in the first half
for-four
on
field
goal
attempts.
tive game.
The Jackets were the next to defensively," said West, "but we
It became clear early that CU
turned that around in the second
would be able to run the ball score as Williams capped off a
half."
successfully against Tech when six play, 60-yard drive in just a
The Tigers put another touch1:20
by
making
the
Tiger
deGreene busted a second down
down
drive together in the fourth
rush from his own 31-yard line fense look nonexistent with a 32- quarter that sealed the game for
for 25 yards and Pegues cashed yard score around the left end them. The offense held onto the
in on a second and 10 from the early in the second quarter. Wil- ball for nearly seven minutes in
Tech 44 for 19 yards, all on the liams finished the half with al- the quarter and marched the ball
Tigers' first drive. Both runs were most 80 mshing yards and was 79 yards for the score. Greene;
Your LOVE in Action Inspires Us!
the longest for either player all giving the Tiger defense fits.
But as the defense seemed to scored his second touchdown .of
day.
Thanks for making this a Real HOMECOMING!
the game when he walked into
Greene then broke free from struggle for the Tigers, the of- the endzone again from three
fense
stepped
it
up
a
notch
for
the
the clutches of three Tech de-

w

CAMPUS CHAPTERS

Our love should not be just
words and talk, it must be true
love which shows itself in action.
I John 3:18

SUMMER 1995

CU this summer
at Maymester.
Mayl5-May30,1995
Get ahead in your course schedule with Maymester and summer
school! You can completel5-18 credits during Maymester and
the first and second sessions of summer school. And ...
• Maymester begins with registration and first classes on May
15, 1995, and ends with final exams on May 30, 1995.
• Classes will meet Monday-Friday from 5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
and on Saturdays from 9:00 a.m.-noon.
• University housing will be available.
And there's still time to enjoy the lakes and mountains in the
summertime. Give it a try!
For more information on Maymester, contact:
Dr. George E. Carter Jr.
Director of Undergraduate Academic Services
Office of Undergraduate Studies
101 Sikes Hall
Clemson, SC 29634-5105
Telephone: (803) 656-0199

The Tiger
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Ground Scott sees improvement in Cocks
game
essential
continued from 15A
run the ball and eat clock on us.
It'll be a real short game if that
happens," said Clemson head
coach Tommy West.
The statistics show that the
Tigers should be able to hold
USC in check. Clemson's defense ranks 13th in the NCAA
(106.2 yards per game) and South
Carolina's offense ranks 85th
(125.1). Statistics also show that
the Gamecocks are 9-1 when
Bennett rushes for at least 100
yards.
West believes that if Clemson
can eliminate the run, it then can
deal with Steve Taneyhill' s passing attack. (The Tigers have 11
sacks and five interceptions during their three-game winning
streak.) "If we can get them onedimensional, we'll have a chance
to do some things," West said.
He also hopes to keep the Tigers' ground attack will be successful. "We've played against
some pretty good defenses," he
said. "We are somewhat one-dimensional, but in the last three
weeks, we haven' t been forced to
throw the ball a lot, because the
running game has been there.
"I don't know that we have to
be more diverse. We'll be prepared to do some things. If South
Carolina shuts down our running
game totally, I don't think it's
any secret that we're in for a long
day. If they can get us into longyardage situations, we'll struggle
offensively."
USC's defensive coordinator,
Wally Burnham, feels that the
return to the basics provided the
spark for Clemson's offense.
"They have gone back to the
Danny Ford offense," Burnham
said. "They run the power game,
and they run a little option and try
not to let the quarterback win the
football game for them, letting
the offensive line and the running backs do it."
In winning its last three games,
Clemson has committed just one
turnover and averaged 347.7
yards — nearly 100 yards more
than in its first seven games.
The bulk of the extra yardage
has come on the ground, where
the Tigers went from 143.9 yards
in their first seven games to 261.3
yards in their last three games
behind an improving offensive
line and two true freshman backs
— quarterback Nealon Greene
and tailback Lamont Pegues.
In his last two games, Greene
has 300 yards total offense, including 111 yards rushing two
weeks ago in leading Clemson
past nationally-ranked North
Carolina 28-17.
Pegues has rushed for 263
yards in the last three games,
including 136 last week in the
Tigers' 20-10 win over Georgia
Tech.
With both teams at 5-5, a winning season is at stake for both
head coaches. Both West and
USC head coach Brad Scott will
be looking for the first winning
season oftheircareers. The stakes
arc a bit higher for Scott, a win
should put the Gamecocks into a
bowl for the first time since 1988.
A loss will bring a disappointing
end to a season that started off a
promising 4-1.

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP)
South Carolina coach Brad Scott
may need to take a course in
logic.
He says his Gamecocks,
which have lost four of their last
five, are better than six weeks
ago, when they had a 4-1 record
and were the talk of the Southeastern Conference.
Under Scott's reasoning, if
South Carolina gets any better,
they may not win another game.
"Even though we won some
early, I think our football team is
better than it was earlier in the
year," Scott said Monday.
The Gamecocks first winning
season in four years and their
first bowl trip since 1988 are on
the line as they close the season
at Clemson on Saturday. Scott
said he told his team to forget
about their sizeable 48-17 loss to
No. 3 Florida as soon as the game
ended, and begin focusing on the
Tigers. And there's a lot of good

to focus on, the coach says.
Scott said sees the improvement on film, if not in the standings.
The coach said the week-toweek execution and^preparation
has improved, while annoying
little mistakes have been eliminated.
Steve Taneyhill is in the midst
of his most productive season,
with 2,003 yards, 18 TDs and a
completion rate of 64.5 percent.
The defensive line, led by end
Stacy Evans and tackle David
Turnipseed, is giving up jTist 146
yards rushing a game.
And that's what's important
as Scott enters the final regularseason game of his first season.
"It's frustrating because
you're losing, but I've still got to
look at the big picture," he said.
"Hopefully, their character and
their work habits and the experience that they're gaining, and the
folks we're playing late in the

year, will let us build."
Scott said that as soon as the
Florida game ended, he told the
players what the^.had to do to
insure a 31 -point loss would never
1
happen again.
"There are benefits from losing, but certainly, I'd rather be
winning," he said.
A win on Saturday against
South Carolina's arch-rival
would take care of many things.
It would finally give the Gamecocks their all-important sixth
victory to qualify for a possible
Carquest Bowl appearance on
Jan. 2. It also would be South
Carolina's first winning season
in three years of SEC play.
"I think everybody around
here knows what this game
means," senior tight end Boomer
Foster said. "As long as F ve been
here there's been no bigger game
than this." '
Clemson has won five of the
past six- meetings with South

Carolina, but the Gamecocks won
two years ago at Death Valley.
The Tigers have turned around
their season with three straight
victories. They stand 5-5 apd,
despite no hopes of a bowl bid,
are eager for the winning season
that at one time seemed guaranteed at South Carolina.
The Gamecocks started 4-1,
then faltered. Many times, however, they were close to victory
only to fall to defeat.
They trailed East Carolina 270, but got the lead to 27-21 before
losing. They wiped out a 21 -point
Mississippi State lead a wecklater
and took a 36-35 advantage, but
a late TD gave the Bulldogs the
win.
"It's frustrating to play good
games and all of a sudden break
down and let a team slip in on
you," South Carolina defensive
end Chris Rumph said. "We've
just got to make sure we work
hard this week."
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Teams sear for competitive season
The backcourt
backcourt should
should be
be 01
outth,. ACC for the past
oast decade, but
The
the
standing.
Starting
at
the
point
have also been dominant in the
ppg, 4.6 apg).
will be another talented 6'4"
the postseason leading his team
NCAA as a whole.
On
the
other
end
of
the
stick
is
by Rob Graham
to wins over Maryland and Duke an N. C. State team that is getting
In eight of the past 10 years, sophomore Jeff Mclnnis.
Coach Mike Krzyzewski will
Staff writer
in the ACC tournament and to no respect from the preseason one of the two schools has won
have
to find a player to step up as
the second round of the NCAA writers. Coach Les Robinson re- the ACC regular season champithe
leader
for the Blue Devils
onship
while
in
the
same
time
ACC basketball is coming to a tourney.
turns all five startnow
that
Grant
Hill is terrorizing
Also returning are three sehoops arena near you, and this
ers, and that nor- span, UNC has been to two final
the
NBA.
year's teams have the majority of niors that combined for almost
mally means a fours and Duke seven. These
The role will be handed down
the preseason writers thinking the 34 points a contest last year. Up
great season ahead teams could easily continue their to6' 11" Cherokee Parks. A strong
front
will
be
6'
8"
Junior
Burrough
conference will be the strongest
of you, but the dominance this season.
and 6'8" Yuri Barnes who comThis season will be the first senior season will be needed if
in the nation.
ACC is so strong
Duke plans to reach the final four
For many, North Carolina and bined were a menace on the
this year from the one in a while that coach Dean again this year. Senior C/F Eric
boards,
pulling
down
14
rebounds
Duke are the favorites, as usual,
one to seven spots, Smith won* t possess two to threeMeek could start
to win the mighty quest for the a game.
the Wolfpack will man depth at every position. He
at power forward,
Jamal Robinson, a 6' 6" sopho- probably be left towards the end should not worry. The Tar Heels
ACC crown. But
but will definitely
more, possesses spectacular aththis year is a difof the totem pole for the third will be "Stacked" in more ways
backup Parks in
letic skills at the guard position
than one.
ferent
story.
consecutive year.
the middle.
and
should
improve
on
his
7.1
Returning for his second and
Maryland and
Todd Fuller, a 6' 11" junior
Helping Parks
ppg
average
this
season.
possibly
last
season
in
Chapel
Virginia will
center, should improve on his
up
front
will
be
last
year's touted
Another legitimate contender
make life for the
11.8 ppg, and 8.4 rpg. But league Hill is preseason all ACC second freshmen 6'9" Joey Beard and
Tar Heels and Blue Devils much this year should be Gary Will- competition at the center spot team Jerry Stackhouse. The 6'6"
tougher than in past ACC sea- iams' outstanding Maryland Ter- could spell trouble for the slower forward had a solid freshman sea- 6'11" Greg Newton.
Beard is a slashing-type player
sons. And then there is a peren- rapin team that finished 18-12 Fuller. Bryant Feggins and Ricky son (12.2 ppg, 5.0 rpg) in only 20
who
will play more on the wings
nial ACC spoiler down in Ra- and reached the Sweet 16 in the Daniels will return at the forward minutes per game.
than
on the blocks, while NewWithout having to share time
leigh (N. C. State) that will give NCAA Tournament a year ago.
positions.
ton
gets
most of his points by
Returning
to
the
center
positheir conference foes even more
The Wolfpack seemed to live with now Boston Celtic Eric attacking the offensive glass.
tion
is
6'10"
All-American
Joe
trouble this year, night-in and
and die by the performances of Montross, sophomore Rasheed
The Blue Devil backcourt
Smith (19.4 ppg, ACC-best 10.7 their guards Curtis Marshall Wallace could put up some monnight-out.
looked
to be the strong point on
Coach Jeff Jones will have his rpg, 3.1 blocks). He was only the (10.8, 4.5 apg) and LaKista ster numbers.
this
team
until recently. Junior G
third
freshman
An outstandCavaliers running and gunning
McCuller (10.4). When the team
Chris
Collins
(10.0 ppg 36.9% 3ever
to
make
ing
freshman
seathis season as he returns four
won, Marshall and McCuller
pointers) suffered a broken foot
first-team all
son
(9.5
ppg,
6.6
starters plus his star point guard
combined for 25 points and a 40
ACC, and he was
,rpg, 60.4% FG) and could be gone for the season.
that was forced to the sidelines
percent shooting percentage from
a
landslide
vichas the-quick, ag- If he does return, Collins will
last year because of a broken foot
the three-point arc. In the team's
tor
for
ACC
ile 6'10" center bomb away every chance he gets
suffered early in the season. Exlosses, the pair was reduced to
(202 3-pointers attempted last
Rookie-of-thepect junior point guard Corey
just 18 ppg and a 30 percent clip the talk of NBA scouts.
Year. Also reyear).
Alexander to pick up where he
Filling
out
the
frontcourt
will
from beyond the arc.
Point guard Jeff Capel could
be a couple of players who
left off two seasons ago (18.8 turning up front are 6'5" Keith
miss
the first part of the season
ppg, .368 on three-pointers as a Booth (10.8 ppg, 6.1 rpg) and
redshirted last season. Six foot
due
to
academic reasons. Capel
6'8"
Stacy
Augmon
prototype
eight inch senior Pat Sullivan,
by Mike Serijan
sophomore).
(8.6 ppg, 3.2 apg) was able to
Returning to the backcourt is Exree Hipp (13.2,4.0).
was
a
starter
on
the
national
chamAt the guard positions are 6'4" staff writer
last year's surprise sophomore
pionship team of '93, when he take over games at times, and he
fill-in at point guard Harold Johnny Rhodes (12.5, 6.8, 4.1
averaged 7.8 ppg. Also redshirted picked up his game towards the
The
names
North
Carolina
and
end of the season.
apg,
ACC-best
2.6
steals
per
conDeane (12.3 ppg, 3.5 rpg, 2.8
was 6'8" sophomore Ed Geth.
apg). Deane was spectacular in test) and Duane Simpkins (11.8 Duke have not only dominated
0

Just Moreby theBarbecue
Quattlebaums
1410 Cherry St.»Pendleton,SC
(Just 2.5 miles down Cherry St.)
*•

ENJOY GOOD FOOD, DANCING, FAMILY
ATMOSPHERE, INFORMAL DRESS

Thursday,
Night Buffet All You Care to Eat! $6.95
1 nurbua v, Friday
x
j and Saturday
(Doeg ^ iDd^dB baby back nbs)
Large Platter $8.95
(Choice of two meats, three side dishes and stew or hash over nee)

Small Platter $5.95
(Choice of one meat, two side dishes)
T?oafmHnpr:

Meats:
Barbecued Pork
Barbecued Beef
Chicken Quarters
Barbecued Beef Ribs
Brunswick Stew
Low Country Hash

LIVE MUSIC FRIDAY &
SATURDAY NIGHT

fiicfe Dishes:
Barbecued Baked Beans
Southern Baked Beans
Green Beans
Corn on Cob
Cole Slaw, Marinated and Plain
Potato Salad
Marinated Vegetables (in season)
Rice
Macaroni Salad

646-3674

KAROKE THURSDAY
NIGHT

)QL,Ar

ember WWHw

Continued from 28A
Are you an organizer? Like to
get people together? Make $$$,
gain excellent business experience
and earn free travel by marketing
our Spring Break packages. Call
Blue Iguana Tours. 1-800-8687423.

The Tiger

Square now! 467 0987

ested? Call now: 653-8129.

Apartment for rent. 1 bedroom, kitchen, living room. Close
to campus. New Carpet. $270/
month. Call Jim at 654-8987.

Roommate needed! $225/mo +
1/2 utilities. Close to campus. 6537135.

Townhouse for rent. 2 BDRM,
1 1/2 bath, quiet, private, between
***SPRING
BREAK ^ Clemson and Seneca. $475.00 per
'95*** Cancun, Bahamas, Ja- mth. 638-6194 or 800-858-0555.
maica, South Padre, Margarita IsFOR RENT: Own room in
land, Panama City, Daytona Beach.
Sell 15 trips and go free! Call Tillman Place. $230/mth. plus utilities. Three great roommates! FeBreakaway Tours at 1-800214-8687. Trip discount just for males and non-smokers ONLY'
653-6575.
applying! Let's go Clemson!
Alaska Jobs! Fisheries, parks,
resorts. Earn to $9000/summer!
Get all the options! (919) 9321489, ext A46.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income to assemble products at
home. Info: 1-504-646-1700 Dent
SC-5158.
HELP WANTED: Cruise ship/
Casino resort jobs. $300/$900
weekly. Immediate, summer and
year-round openings. Experience
unnecessary. Call 1-602-764-2324
ext 095C.

Houseboat Live on Lake
Hailwell close to Ciemson/Anderson in a fully furnished 53' houseboat. Sleeps 4. Stateroom, bunk
beds, kitchen, living area, sundeck,
AC/heat, cable/phone available.
Small pet OK. $550/mo. Kevin
Kennison, 800-277-1410.
Females: Need a place to stay
for Spring 95? Own room, fully
furnished apartment, with 3 great
roommates. Located downtown- a
minute's walk from campus. Inter-

For Sale
Two round-trip tickets to
LA, $199 each. Dates: Nov 3-14,
include fall break. 656-1040.
Mice for sale. 50 cents each.
Call Bill or Stephen 885-1490.

Beach $159! Key West $229! 1800-678-6386.
Barefoot Bahamas Spring
Break Sailing Cruise! Free brochure: 1-800-359-9808.
Party. Spring Break. Bahamas
or Florida Keys. Party never ends.
Spend it on your own private yacht.
One week only. $385.00 per person including food and much more.
Organizers go free! Easy sailing
1-800-783-4001.
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Myrtle Beach, S.C.

SPRING BREAK
GETAWAY
STAY
'OCEANFRONT'
IN THE HEART
PF MYRTLE
"EACH

Personals

Travel
Spring Break! Early sign-up
specials! Bahamas party cruise 6
days $279! Includes 12 meals & 6
parties! Cancun & Jamaica $419
with air from Atlanta! 1-800-6786386.
Spring Break Early Specials!
Panama City ocean view room with
kitchen & free bus to bars $129!
Daytona (kitchens) $159! Cocoa

Congrats PSA on
Tigerama! Your creativity,
time, and humor are great!
Thanks to Kip, Ed, Amy, Bobby,
and the 50 others!
Hi Grandma and Grandpa!
Have a happy Thanksgiving and
I can't wait tosee you at Christmas !. I Love you! Licse.
Sweet cheeks: here's to a fun
weekend and your first game.
XOXO Sweet pee.

Sltlantic^Paraiise
1401 South Ocean Blvd.MBSC 29577

I-800-992-0269

$ 1500 weekly possible mailing
out circulars! For info call 202298-0955.
The Pampered Chef . Exciting new concept in home party
plan seeking a sales representative
in your area to demonstrate unique
quality kitchen utensils. Great earning potential with flexible hours,
no delivery. Call Nancy 875-4181.

Two essential
ingreciierilg
for a perfedt
date:

entals
Don't Wait! Reserve Daniel

.

IdeasInMotions
Animators of "The Paw"
for
The Clemson Football '94
T.V. Show
"Proudly Announces By
Popular Demand"

18x24 Full Color
Poster

A date and this
VISA

NOW
AVAILABLE

TO00 JL23* 5bIS
"■WJ989
8812/95 ®f
A. BELWR

at these downtown
locations:
•Clemson Variety
& Frame Shop
Student'
Bookstore (SBS)
•The Tiger
Sports Shop

It's every Where
you want to be.

CO Visa U.S.A. Inc. 190*

4 L^1

ama
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Announcements
Poet's and Writer's Workshop. For more information ask
Sarah Delcolle in Daniel 317.

Education or English Education areas. Full and part time positions
major with proficient communica- available. For info call (404) 242tion and organizational skills. Com- 3800.
puter (Word Perfect and/or Word)
Cruise Ships Now Hiring
skills a plus. Duties: Assisting in
Earn
up to $2000+/month working
program and curriculum developon
cruise
ships or land-tour comment, assisting the program coorpanies.
World
travel. Seasonal of
dinator in a yearly poster-essay
Full-time employment available.
contest, assisting in a week-long
At *■*
J
summer camp program, mail-outs No experience necessary. For more
information call 1-206-634-0468
LOSt 81 rOUnCl andPRletters, flyers, etc. Looking
.
for a mature student to assist in a ext. C53812.
state-wide Fire Safety Education
Make a fortune with your own
Gulf War Vet misplaced Beat- program. Good working environup first generation Timex iron man ment and excellent job experience amazing 900# business. Free start
watch with wrist compass attached for an individual interested in en- up. 1-800-942-9304, ext. 21148.
in Lee Hall men's restroom, 2nd tering the teaching profession.
**SPRING BREAK 95**
floor on September 15,1994. Per- Contact for interview: Sarah M.
sonally valuable. $30.00. Noques- DuBose, 656-4049.237 McAdams America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas,
tions asked. Watch, compass, and
Hall.
Daytona&Panama! 110% Lowest
Band must still be serviceable and
Earn over $100/week part time! _ Price Guarantee! Organize 15
intact.
Have fun, work evenings and learn friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn
Found: One orange and white valuable communication skills high commissions! (800) 32male cat in Long Hall. Call 656- while building your resume. For TRAVEL.
"5742.
more information, call 777-2985
between 8:30-5:00 or leave a message after 5:00 @ 777-2979. The
USC Annual Fund.

MONEY for school through
scholarships! 48 proven scholarships that work. I know! I applied
myself and got a degree with a total
school cost of $100.00!! $15.00:
Scholarships, PO Box 372,
Lakemont, Ga 30552.

Faculty, staff and student musicians share your talent at CU Bookstore Christmas Open House, Dec.
2 Sign up at the Bookstore Refund
Desk by Nov. 29. Bring your own
instruments. Piano available. Contact Diane Byers or Susan Nash at
656-2050.
SigmaNu fraternity will be running the gameball and a torch to
Clemson on Friday, Nov. 18 to kickoff BarnyardBurn and raise money
for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
(Lou Gehrig's Disease.) If you
would like to help us fight this
deadly neuromuscular disease
please send donations to (Sigma
Nu fraternity c/o Robert Blakeney,
PO Box 2224, Clemson, SC
29632 ) If you have any questions
please call 858-7702.
Golden Key National
Honor Society general meeting
Wednesday,Nov.30 room 309
Daniel at 7:00 PM. Elections
will be held.

Help Wanted

The Foothills YMCA needs
volunteer basketball coaches for
youth teams. Sign up today! Training provided. 653-4499 Fun!

Make your next party explosive
with the dynamite sound and dazzling light show that DC&G
Sound and Light can provide.
See what a di fference we can make.
Call 1-638-5108.
Drinking problem? Call Alcoholics Anonymous. (803) 8856150.
Catherine'sTypingandResume
Service. All types of office services available. Reasonable rates
and fast turnaround time via mail,
fax, disk, or in person. Call 2310224 to leave name and number.
TERM PAPERS? Order: Write
Great Term Papers in ONE Day.
Learn research shortcuts and revolutionary outline method allowing
organization and writing of paper
w/o notes/notecards. Send $10:
TOLER PUBLISHING, 4865 SE
41, Oklahoma City 73115.
GUYS- Win $100 cash, free
portfolio, and photo submission to
leading fashion magazines. Enter
Tiger Man Photo Contest. Send
SASE to: Malesearch, PO Box 27,
Greenwood, SC 29648.

The YMCA and Central Recreation Department is hiring basketball officials. Training and testing
provided. Earn $6 - $8 per game.
653-4499.

STUDENT JOBS AT THE
OUTDOOR LAB. Need 3 students
to help us through the Christmas
party season through Dec. 22; positions can be maintained into
Spring semester; call Michael
Comire at 646-7502.
Lifeguards: Trinity Pools is
now hiring lifeguards, managers,
swim coaches, swim instructors,
communication directors, and service technicians for the Metro Atlanta, Nashville, and Birmingham

Student Assistant Position:
Open Jan. 95. Requirements:
Freshman or Sophomore level,

Classic Photography, Inc.

holidays to All our Sales Counter
and Production positions. We have
stores located in the following
states: Alabama, Arkansas,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri,.
Nevada, North and South
Carolina, Tennessee and Utah.
Please stop by immediately to
inquire about seasonal help. Check
the white pages for information on
L the store nearest you.

EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. 6, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
Wanted!!! Individuals and Student Organizations to Promote
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn Substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS. 1-800-327-6013.

see page 27A

Chili's in Greenville is now hiring:

Tood Servers
& Cooks
ci ii i

3nrl

|B

PART TIME .^X J^TnTiTTTliM

$50 SIGN-ON BONUS!

nit
als ii
W

C

has an immediate opening for
a well-organized Office Manager.
■P1
jt
/|\

Pit!
II ill'.

If you're a high energy, people^riented person, looking for a great
■ opportunity to join a terrific team,
WM we can offer: top benefits
JQ
including Tuition Assistance
Zj*
Program, plus we'll
^k% WA
pay you a $50
sign-on bonus!!!

Full-Time hours required
Call 885-0036 for appointment
M-F 10:00am - 5:00pm

Co
GV

Tha 3eet Peal in Town
PailyJ3£eciid5

•

PRIME

Rib

•

STEA1<S

•

SEA food

(Elem^mt

25 Lunch Items
Under $5.00
Most Dinner Entrees
Under $10.00

• CtaickEN
is in search of help during the

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to PO Box
10075, Olathe, KS 66051. •

Have fun working
Iwith a great team.!

• PASTA

The Honey Baked Ham Co.

Fundraising. Choose from 3
different fundraisers lasting either
3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn
$$$ for your group plus personal
cash bonuses for yourself. Call
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

• VEAI
« DAily SPEC'IAIS

Hapr^Houti^eciils
in our Bar 4-7pm

GRillEd ChickEN SAMS
SANdwiclHES
SpEciAiTy ITEMS
OUR FAMOUS

BuRqERS

A Clemson "Tradition
Since 1980

Located in The Shops
of College Place
405 College Avenue
Clemson, SC

654-6982

